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protium
Volleyball has probably changed more than any other

'sport in the last ten years. This change has been brought
about by two main factorsthe inclusion of volleyball in
the Olympics in 1964 and 1968, and the impact of the Fourth
National Institute for Girls and Women's Sports in 1966.
The Fourth National Institute undoubtedly exerted its great-
est influence on the school and college programs, for power
volleyball can now be seen at all levels of play.

The change in the game has greatly affected the choice
of articles for this edition of Selected Volleyball Articles.
Many of the well-written articles from the earlier Guides
included in this series could not be chosen because of the
vast difference in techniques today. A large concentration
of articles from more recent Guides is the result.

Selected Volleyball Ankles is representative of the game
today, and the articles were chosen for their potential value
in helping the reader to become informed about our fastest
changing game.

Jo Anne Thorpe
Editor



general

Power Volleyball
HOWARD G. DANFORD

The difference between power volleyball and ordinary volleyball
is the difference between excellence and mediocrity, between superior
and inferior teaching. Teachers should make every effort to improve
the quality of their teaching of volleyball because l a) whatever is
worth teaching is worth teaching well: (10 the superior teacher
constantly stretches the capacities of her students, challenges them
to rise to higher levels of performance, and teaches them never to be
satisfied with mediocrity if excellence is possible; and (c) the
higher the level of skill, the greater the enjoyment of the game and
the more likelihood that the individual will continue to participate
for years after she has left school.

A major responsibility of the teacher is to cultivate in her students
a strong preference for excellence over mediocrity. This never-
ending search for perfection must inevitably include intensive teach-
ing of both the basic skills of volleyball and the team strategies
which parallel it. Let's consider, first of all, two important funda-
mental skills.

The Serve as in Offensive Weapon

The overhand serve is more difficult to master than the under-
hand, but is used almost exclusively by the better teams of this
country because it is far more difficult for the opposing team to
handle than is the usiderhand serve. So skillful have many players
become in their twe of the overhand serve that it has developed
into an offensive ss capon comparable to a powerful serve in tennis,
Teachers should ds..i't they can to help players acquire a high degree
of skill in this serve.

Teach the 'slayers to stand facing the net squarely with the left
foot advanced. They should toss the ball up with the left hand and
strike it with the heel of the open right hand, reaching as high as
passible to hit the hall. The hall is tossed up. not in front of the
face, but directly in front of the right shoulder. The hitting arm is
bent almost at a eight angle just prior to hitting the ball, but

Formerly at Colorado State College. Greeley: now deceased.
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straightens in the process of executing the serve. If the player holds
the ball so the valve is toward the receiving team, a serve can be
developed that will dip and slide after being hit. This tendency todip fast after the ball crosses the net can he accentuated by capping
the ball with the fingers as it is hit. thus imparting top spin to the
ball. By not capping the ball with the fingers as it is hit, the player
produces a floating ball that jumps, slides, and dies quickly after
crossing the net. Teachers should emphasize that the mere ability
to serve is not enough, and should entourage players to experiment
in developing serves which their opponents cannot return easily.

Teachers should never forget the importance of students' experi-
encing success as quickly as possible. In teaching the serve, start
the learner within 10 feet of the net, then ask her to move back one
step after each successful serve. Almost immediately she seesherself as a successful server and acts accordingly.

The Chest Pass

If it is possible to say that any one skill in volleyball is more
important than another, it is passing. For every serve, a team
makes many passes. The serve is easy to teach; the pass is difficult.
Most teams serve well: most teams do not pass nearly as well as they
serve. The team that cannot pass cannot set up, and the team that
cannot set up must fail in its attack. Time and effort spent on
teaching and pra-tieing the pass will be well worthwhile.

The greatest and most common error in volleyball is the attempt
to pass a low ball by a two-handed contact with palms upward,
thumbs out, and backs of the hands flat toward the floor. This pass
is not recommended because it frequently results in holding fouls:
the chest pass and the dig pass are more useful.

The chest pass is the most effective method of passing a volleyball.
Teach the player to stand with the feet well spread, one foot slightly
advanced, hands a little above face height, hacks of hands toward
the face, fingers widely spread, thumbs and index lingers nearly
touching and forming a small "window" through which the player
is told to look. As the ball is played, the player should move so
that her nose will be under the ball, which she can see through the
"window." Just before passing, the player should crouch slightly.
but as her hands touch the ball her entire body extends in a forward
and upward movement. If the pass has been made correctly, the
arms will he extended above the head, not out in front of the face.
It is usually helpful to jump from the floor slightly as the final phaseof the pass. However, a player should never jump to meet a ball in
the first phase of executing the pass, because she has no control
when both feet arc off the floor.

7



All passing should be done with the fingers and thumbs. The
palms of the hands should not touch the ball. One can tell if the
ball has been played correctly: the sound itself will tella dull
"plunk" means hitting with 'ingers and thumbs; the loud "smack"
heard when the palms are used is incorrect.

The most effective practice procedure I have used in developing
skill in the chest pass involves the following: Stretch a rope across
the cowl, parallel to the net and about 12 feet back from it. This
rope should be at least 10 feet high. Place four canvas archery
target faces flat on the floor about 6 feet apart, with their centers
not more than 3 feet from the net. Arrange four squads of players
back of the rope in single file with each squad facing one of the
target faces. The drill begins with the easiest and simplest step and
progresses a-. follows:

1. The first girl in each squad tosses the ball up to herself and
passes it over the rope onto the target. The others follow in
turn, each passing the ball three times.

2. The squad leader, standing between the rope and the net.
tosses the ball with both hands over the rope to the passer
who attempts, as before, to hit the target with her passes.

3. The squad leader serves the ball to the passer with an under-
hand serve.

4. The leader serves to the passer from about 10 feet back on
the other side of the net.

Competition among the squads adds interest to this drill. Allow
one point per team as each player passes the ball over the net and
onto the target.

The two chief characteristics of a good pass are height and
accuracy. The rope guarantees height and the target assures accu-
racy. The participants can see quite clearly whether their passes are
good or poor.

The Dig Pan
Often a chest pass cannot be used because the ball is too close

to the floor to get under it properly. This generally occurs when a
spiked ball has been driven toward a defensive player below her
waist. With all balls of this type, the dig pass should be used. The
player assumes a crouched position, and as the ball comes near, she
holds out an arm, hand closed and palm up. The ball may be
played off the closed hand. wrist, or fairly rigid arm. The ball
should be contacted with about as much force as a bunt in baseball
and should be hit upward fairly high so a teammate can get under
it to make the next play. Many outstanding players today place
the palms of their hands together, interlace the fingers, and with



extended arms execute the dig pass by playing the ball off the two
wrists. The underhand pass with open hands is not used by any of
the better players in America.

An excellent method of practicing the dig pass is to have the
leader stand on a level above the members of her squadon
bleachers, stepladder. or chairwith the squad in a semicircle
about her: she throws the ball at them in such a position that they
must use the dig pass to retrieve it. The force and angle of the
throw will he determined by the ability of the players to handle the
ball effectively.

The Spike
This is the last phase of offensise play, the most difficult, and by

far the most spectacular. A good pass. followed by .n excellent set-
up. should result in a ball hard-driven into the opponent's court.

Spiking is one of the most difficult of all athletic skills to master
because it involves hitting a moving ball with great power and with
accuracy over a high net into a court guarded by six players, three
of whom are blocking, and doing all this while your own body is
entirely off the floor. This is roughly comparable to a softball
batter's jumping into the air to hit a pitched ball.

The beginning spiker should learn to hit the ball first from a
standing position. She should toss the ball about chest high with
the left hand and hit it hard with the heel of the right hand with a
whip-like motion. The next step is learning to approach the net
properly: Jump high in the air and hit an imaginary ball. The net
should be lowered to about 51/2 feet so that the players may experi-
ence a measure of success early in their spiking practice. Gradually.
as skill is developed, the net is raised 2 or 3 inches at a time until
eventually. after several days, it is at the proper height.

The spiker's approach to the net, take-off. and jump are very
important and should he taught carefully. The player stands 8 to
10 feet from the net: takes a few quick, shod steps toward the net:
brings both feet together in a momentary two-foot stop: crouches:
jumps as high in the air as possible' brings the spiking hand behind
the head, as a catcher does in throwing to second base: and hits the
imaginary ball with the heel of the open hand in a quick whipping
motion.

The next step is to hit an actual ball tossed up within 2 or 3 feet
of the net and S to 8 feet above it. The teacher should emphasize
the following points:

I. The spiker must not start her jump until she knows where the
set-up is. If she commits herself too soon, she will be out of
position to hit the ball effectively.
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2. The spiker must come to a definite two-foot ctop after the
short take-off run; otherwise, her momentum will carry her
into the net or across the center line, both of which are fouls.

3. The approach should be either straight in toward the net or
at a slight anglenever parallel to the net.

4. The take-off should be behind the ball, never directly under
it, since the spiker can hit a ball much harder and more
accurately if it is in front of her than if it is over her head.

S. Timing on the jump is extremely important. The higher the
ball is in the air when hit, the more sharply it can be smashed
into the opponent's court. Therefore, not only should the
spiker be able to leap high into the air, but her jump must be
timed so that she can hit the ball at the highest point of her
jump.

Defensive Play
A good offense is said to be the best defense in most games. But

in volleyball a team must be able to stop its opponent's serves and
spikes before it can possibly score, since only the serving side can
score, and the serve is almost invariably returned with a hard spike.

About 85 percent of 11 served balls land in an area 5 feet in
front of the endline and 5 feet back of an imaginary line running
from side line to side line through the middle of the defensive court.
Therefore, when receiving a serve, the front line players should
move back from the net about 10 to 12 feet and the back line play-
ers move up until they can almost shake hands with the front line
players. The front line set-up girl, however, stays close to the net.
She does not want to handle the serve, since a served ball is very
difficult to set up properly. While awaiting the serve, the players
on the receiving team should stand in a slight crouch, facing the
ball squarely, with hands in position above head level, and ready
to move quickly to the right, left, forward, or back so they may get
under the ball when executing the pass.

When the opponents are spiking, the defensive team should try
to take the speed off the spike by blocking the ball at the net. Gen-
erally, the three front line players will be involved in the block.
After determining where the set-up is ring, blockers should move
to that spot with the middle blocker directly opposite the hall and
about 18 inches from the net. All three blockers go up together.
arms extended as high as possible, fingers spread and tilted slightly
backward, the six hands forming a barrier immediately in front of
the ball. The hands should be within 2 or 3 inches of the net, but
must not latch or go over the net. Tilting the hands back prevents
injury to the fingers and lessens the possibility of touching the net.

10



The center back player is a key figure on defensive play. When
the three front players are blocking, she moves up directly hack
of the middle blocker and within 3 or 4 feet of her to get all spiked
balls that hit the blocker's hands and fag lust back of them. When
her team is spiking, she moves up back if the spiker to get all balls
ti.at are blocked and drop back over t.ie spiker* head. In other
words, she plugs up a hole where, as studies show, numerous points
are lost unless this bit of defensive strategy is carried out.

Teas Strategy

When the ball comes over the net, each girl on the team should
know precisely where the ball should go and what her particular
job is on that play. In general, team strategy calls for a pass, a set-
up, and a spike. The first player who receives the ball from the
opponents will pass it to the set-up player at the net, whose spiker
is also at the net. Fifty percent of the time, the set-up player will
he in the center front with a spiker on either side of her. This is a
far stronger position than if two set-up players are at the net
because it permits an element of deception in the attack. Facing oneof the spikers, the set-up player may set the ball either to the
spiker in front of her or back over her head to the other spiker.
She attempts to deceive the opposing blockers into thinking she will
set the ball to one spiker while she plans to give it to the other,
hoping that the second spiker will be able to hit the ball before the
blockers can get into position to block.

The teacher who sets her standards high and who is never satisfied
with mediocrity when excellence is possible will do everything in
her power to interest youth in volleyball. She knows that their
enthusiasm will vary directly with their degree of skill. She also
knows that skill in serving, passing. setting up, spiking, and blocking
cannot he attained in a short time. It takes weeks and months of
patient and intelligent practice. constantly motivated, checked, and
corrected by an observing teacher before truly worthwhile results
can be obtained. But once they have been attained, these skills and
the absorbing interests that accompany them will enrich the lives of
the girls over many years.
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Let's Koep In Stop
MGM WIDE
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direction the ball is intended to go. For a beginning drill maw mu
player throw the ball high to the others who we already massithe
beck is net. Play the bail as described.
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No 'natter how much the "roper performance of skills
Nod and taught, skills wilt ewer be put into maw 'were
is good elk-eating and CIIMINNO comistently made on poor.* -load
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balls. Occasionally, in the recreational situation one finds a player
Or two who, no matter how hard she tries, is unable t, handle the
ball without throwing it. As long as the game is played for fun,
mane allowance for inability can usually he made by th .! official and
therefore not spoil the game for everyone.

The future of volleyball is indeed bright. It has been given a
tremendous shot in the arm by its inclusion in the trlympics, but
whether it is being taught to women, elementary children, or
teenagers, and whether it is for fun or competition or for students or
teachers. the basic skills remain the same. The variations of the
game east in terms of execution of skills, officiating, tear, play,
and stramgy.



Volleyball
Fundamentals

JUNE NIMIINAIN
Indiana -,statute of Tachrioloo,

Fort Wayne, Indiana

DON SINONDIU.
Ball State Univars,v

Muncie, Indian,'

Ball handling accounts for approximately ono-half to two-Minis
of both offense and defense play in volleyball. With the pule com-
prised of individual fundamentals such as serving, passing, setting.
spiking, and blocking, a great amount of teachieg or learning time
should be devoted to ball-handling skids (posing and setting,
Without mastery of ball handling, the pew lap as serving daft-
imams play, spiking and blocking become impossible to perform .
and the game becomes dull and noncompetitive.

The term ball kaadllote in this article onfers to the forearm peas,
overhand pass, recovery shots (one arm and hatid-lund), and the
so (forward and backend) . Stress is plated as as forearm pees
and the set. since the emmining ball-handling innementals are not
used so frequently in a rich- played game.

The remainder of the article is in outline tom with a brief ex-
planation of the purpose. machine prognosis'''. and common faults
prepared for each ball-handling Inadamental. Ile explanations are
brief and simple as that they might easily he understood by either
teacher it student. The beginner or advansedi 'layer may benefit
frees the outline, depending upon the anent 1111 time he pieces on
beeeming proficient in each detail.

led handling may be introduced as early maim fifth grade with-
out any alteration of the outline. The student eloold not be allowed
to play a game of volleyball until he has had adequate instruction
and ample time to denelop his ball-handling aids. To facilitate
howning. it is suggested that the ball be deflated from one to two
ponds below the reeensmended pressure. It is further suggineml
Wet a rubber volkyloaN not he used, as it stings wpm anent. Ibis
canes her and peer habits which prevent 'NW
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PO ARM POMO
The purpose of the femme pass is to pass the ball to the salter

when amaniving the serve, when playing the forceidly-Isle spike, or
when playing my ball below the waist. The ball is posed by the
forearms. This technique has replaced the overhand pass in serve
receptions and the undeshend pass for Al balls played below the
waist.

Thalami should be peered to the middle of the court, approxi-
mately IS feet high, and feud to five feet lawn the net. The forearm
pass altemki be accurate so that the mane has a variety of sets
avaiiide for the spiker. This pass is tie hey to the ire sauce the
11U011,141, the set and spike hinge directly upon its accuracy.

Dee 111111ening

The elm k body must be in correct purities to assure ultimate
sucensio the forearm poss. Inmerniet peeitienisgul any pus of the
body wr load to a variety of passing preidems Themillore,
iedissidmel should always attempt to move samilly to the some
correct position before the bell is played.

A. Upper ilody: The week loam forward with a aweigh' hook
aid a Waserge mile Menem the true& and the thighs. lie
heed is slightly in lhont et the knees amt hells of bet, sin*
awe in a dissect line. See IPliptre 1.

1. The hands am duple together to Some that the feme.
arms asstain level lad ruralist Them me several ways as
clasp isands together; at is a penned preemies. Now
ever, the clasp shout/ sa be tense, craving tie Mimed
muscles to help alma the force of the oncot* hell.
See Fiume 2.

2. In this method the hand poetise is asidomed Ivy slotio
the bask of wee hied& the pals of die aim home, sin
the Anon el the One ham& mei* at *Own anghs
with emelt Mawr. 1 thelaills am Oen NNW over the
pants emsi Awed sidle by Mo. VW galas as set viable.

3. The ellrows Mete tossurd nth ethos Omni* the see
"meaty- swim of the fnamems I _I tfhe semeing
ball. 'the weirs /at Mood the tome. mash helps item
the arms into slesight pesithmeis fns/` heft. ihe
elbow "lint tentsime is a ledimlOpeolliemtl the donalies
of pimp (Mow mmeelitlimost sale isdisilhode wiN
not alms theelhema se emolillnly tans) See rime 3.
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4. The sanwebe arms are held in front of the body and par-
allel nob the thighs.

B. Lower filar. The lower body is in a half-squat position with
a 90- degree eagle between the thigh and the lower leg.
1. The re are shoulder-width apart and slightly staggered.
2. The tory weight is on the Nis of the feet with the heels

slight~ off the floor. The knee of the forward foot and
ball et that wet are perpendicular.

3. The hire joist is at a 90 -degree angle with the forearms
centred between the knees.

4. The *mph and lower-kg muscles are flexed for quick and
powered

ndia.
reaction. The thighs and the forearms remain

pa

Ball Cermet
Think r beNcentact as an attempt to absorb or cushion the ball

preceding a,.. lion by the contacting forces.
A. The ball erects the "meaty" surface of the forearms be-

tween the avid and elbow joints. See Figure 4.
I. The hail is contacted in front of the body with the arms

centred bar een the knees whenever possible.
2. Both awes awe level and contact the ball simultaneously.
3. The oinmpleie arm (lower and upper) remains locked

wither bending at the elbow.
B. The harden the ball approaches, the more the ball will have

to be csersrsit Often this requires a backward movement
of the maw body at the mement of contact. The latest
technique inirees a backward shoulder roll for ultimate
absorption ewe contact.

Cerra. yaw
The ferees whir arrelerate the hail in the opposite direction

are easented in am twasath. syndimeniud movement as the bail
is being absorbed open asneact by die forearms.

A. Eliminate sirddr natation se that the arms do not swine
up to meet lbw tide

B. The lower hole trinsides sinient acceleration to the hall a+
the knee and Imp plink creed hem a 90-degree angle to
approximeaely filhdegree nigh. This is the primary fore
which acesionersehe boll in the apposite direction; however.
the speed of the riesening hail is aho a factor.
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C. Follow through with the legs in the direction that the ball
is played to allow longer contact with it when the speed of
the oncoming hall allows such a move. See Figure 5.

Practical Application of Skill
A. Master the technique without a ball.

I. Stress complete relaxation of forearm muscles.
2. Concentrate on a smooth, rhythmic movement of the

lower body with no arm swing.
3. Always start from a squat position and return to it imme-

diately after follow-through. Continue repeatedly and
rhythmically.

B. Throw ball into air and "bump" it once until complete control
is obtained. Progressively throw ball higher.

C. Use a high flat surface (wall) and "bump" ball repeatedly
against the wall using proper form each time.

D. Progress to using a partner with repeated "bumping."
E. Master each stage of progression before attempting to exe-

cute the following one, as bad habits may be formed if
progression is too rapid"

Mod Comm Pomona Paining Faults
A. Contacting the ball on the clasped hands instead of the fore-

arms.
B. Standing too upright; standing flat-footed.
C. Standing in a parallel stance, not allowing quick forward,

backwasd, and lateral movement.
D. Not keeping forearms close together; failing to keep forearms

parallel with thighs; keeping arms either too high or too low.
causing a poor or impossible trajectory.

E. Not rotating wrists far enough outward, causing the ball to
be played off the bone of the forearm.

F. Striking at the ball with the forearms, causing too much
acceleration and not enough absorption.

G. Not clasping hands together.
H. Being tense.
I. Keeping arms flexed instead of straight; not watching the ball

contact the forearms.
J. Failing to move to play the ball between the legs as often

as possible.



K. Not using lower body (thighs and lower kg) for accelera-
tion of the ball.

L. Not following through for ultimate length of ball contact
and control.

SETTING
The purpose of setting is to set the WI precisely to the spiker

so that it might be forcefully and tactfully returned across the net
in as nearly an unreturnable manner as possible. The ball is set by
both hands above the forehead, which is the most accurate method
of controlling the ball.

There are a variety of sets which vary ism height and placement.
However, accuracy is more important that variety, so the "regular
set" should he mastered first. The molar set is approximately
12 to IS feet in height, two feet from the net, and near the corner
of the front court.

Body Positioning

As the ball is passed, the setter mum move rapidly to get his
body directly under the ball as it is failing. 'The body must be in
the same correct position e.ch time with the head, hips, and feet
in a direct line under the approaching bah to assure consistency,
accuracy, and variety in the set.

A. Upper Body: Th.. head, hands, arms, and trunk are in a
"ready position" awaiting the pass and askance m a "playing
position" prior to contact with the W. Sae Film 6 and 7.
I. The head is tilted back, eyes lashing op at the ball, and

directly under it as it falls.
2. The hands in the "ready pans ' are at sliest level,

relaxed, slightly adducted. In "piaying potation," the
hands are above the forehead Ws she pins lap.

3. The arms are away from the holly with the dhows point-
ing out in a comfortable, nataind arc for free movement.
Shoulders then rotate as the atm move from dire "ready
position" to the "playing position.-

4. The hack is slightly arched and the body is facing the
direction that the ball is about te he set.

B. Lower Body: The lower body is in a Isif-squat pinion with
a 90-degree angle in the knee joint jars prior to contact. While
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the setter is in the "ready position," the angle at the knee may
be in excess of 90 degrees for comfort.
I. The feet are shoulder-width apart and slightly staggered.

with the body weight on the balls of the feet. All move-
ment is forward as the ball is played.

2. The legs are at a 90-degree angle for fast movement and
power. They aid in the set and allow for longer ball
contact, thus better accuracy and "touch."

Ball Canted
Again, ball contact is thought of as an attempt to absorb or

cushion the ball by use of backward movement preceding accelera-
tion by the contacting forces. Ball contact in the set is quite exact-
ing and requires a high degree of skill to allow a legal contact.

A. Ball Positioning: The ball is contacted directly in front of
the forehead. Any variance to either side. behind, or below
the forehead may result in the ball's being "redirected" or
"thrown"an infraction of the rules. The ball contacts the
fingers six inches above the forehead, and, due to finger and
wrist hyperfiexion from the force of the ball, it comes within
two to three inches of touching the forehead. Sec Figure 8.

B. Finger Positioning: The fingers must be relaxed for absorp-
tion and for maximum length of contact. The finger position-
ing must always be consistent upon contact with the ball for
accuracy.
I. Proper positioning or "cup"Grip the ball with the

fingertips and form an equilateral triangle in the center
of the ball with the thumbs and index fingers serving as
the sides of the triangle. First rotate the index fingers
two inches apart and then the thumbs two inches apart,
allowing the remaining fingers to shift comfortably
around the ball.. The thumbs are at a 170-degree angle
and never less. This same "cup" is required for every ball
contacted when setting.

2. The ball contact is on the digital areas of the hands and
never on the palms.

3. The fingers are relaxed upon contact, and the force of the
ball causes them to shift around its surface. The force also
causes the fingers and wrist to hyperfies as the arms flex
for added absorption. The thumbs, index fingers, and
forefingers are the main contacting areas. with the ring
fingers and little fingers serving to stabilize the contact.
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Conan* Perces
At the moment the ball in contacted, the levers of the finger,

wrist, elbow, hip and knee joints are used in one synchronized
movement which forces the ball to accelerate in the opposite direc-
tion. This synchronization allows for maximum ball contact, which
in turn allows for maximum ball control and accuracy. (Note:
Care must be taken in the areas of ball contact and contacting
forces so that the ball does not visibly come to rest in absorption
and is not thrown in acceleration.)

A. The big muscles (kg extensors and shoulder rotators) provide
the energy for the acceleration, but the smaller muscles (in
the fingers, wrists. and forearms) are the most important, as
they provide accuracy in addition to limited acceleration.

B. Complete extension (follow-through) for all levers is most
desirable even to the extent of the setter's leaving the floor
slightly in the direction that the ball is set. All movement
in the "forward set" is forward upon completion of the
fundamental. See Figure 9.

C. Synchronization is very important, as an early extension by
a lever does not allow for maximum ball contact. A late
extension by a lever results in the ball's being contacted too
long, resulting in a rule violation.

heeded Ago Nestles et 1111111
The "whole method" is used to teach complete body positioning.

However, the "part method" is usually better for teaching ball
contact and limited contacting forces (fingers, wrists, and fore-
arms). Proper finger positioning and contact should be mastered
before the complete fundamental or skill is attempted. The "part
method" is also more effective in teaching finger, wrist, and arm
relaxation for absorption and acceleration.

A. Master the proper finger positioning, or "cup." The body is
in a standing position and bending at the waist so that the
chest is parallel with the floor. The arms are away from the
body in a natural arc. The ball is held approximately 21/2 feet
in front of the face, which is looking down at the floor. The
ball is approximately at knee level. Use the proper finger
positioning to hold the ball. (Note: This same body position-
ing is used to teach finger positioning and waist and arm
relaxation-acceleration.) Pan method.

B. In the position described in A, bounce the ball easily on the
floor and eliminate any wrist extension or abduction (isolate
wrist movement). Catch the ball as it rebounds from the floor
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using the proper "cup." Clock the hall-hand relationship.
distance between index Angers f two inches). distance between
thumbs I two inches). and angle of thumbs 1170 degrees):
and make sure there is digital contact only. Repeat until
correct ball-hand relationship is highly consistent. Part
method.

C. same body p,.itioning as A.) Bounce the ball on the floor
using Anger extension and wrist abduction and extension only
to accelerate hall. Eliminate arm extension and flexion I iso-
late elbow and shoulder movement). As the hall rebounds,
stress complete relaxation of Angers and wrists. Utilising the
proper "cup" and Anger-wrist niaxation, absorb the force of
the rebounding ball by allowing it to hyperflex the Angers and
wrists. As the force is absorbed, the ball immediately returns
to the floor by use of the relaxed finger and wrist levers. To
begin. actually catch the hall as it hyperAeses the Angers and
wrists and then return it to the floor by use of extension.
Gradually speed up the bounce until the ball on contact does
not visibly come to mt. Compkte rekustion ol the fingers
and wrists in afisiorsion and iserekronion is stressed. Do not
use the wrist and finger muscles in extension. If relaxed, they
will automatically extend due to the force of gravity. (Note:
Two - minute maximum length as muscles become tense.)
Part method.

D. flame body positioning as A.) Bounce the ball elloniowning
wrist flexion. extension. and abduction. However, now use
arm flexion and extension to absorb and accelerate the con-
tinuously bouncing but Relax as much at the elbow joint m
possible to allow the speed of the ball to be absorbed as the
arm lanes. The ball is accelerated lock to the floor by reused
arm estension. Stress proper "cup." relaxed arm muscles.
and no wrist movement. (Nose: Two-IIIMIN Rosamond
Part method.

E. Mame body Positioning as A.) Illounce the ball on the floor
and combine exercise Ilinget-wriat (lexion, extension, and
abduction) and exercise D 1 arm extension and lesion) into
one smooth, synchronized movement. C001)1111trall on re-
laxing and maintaining maximums length of bell contact in
absorption and acceleration. Backward movement (Anion)
of the arms and Maned Angers and wrists will allow the ball
to be cushioned. When the arms start forward Intension).
the relaxed Angers and wrists will continue to hyperfies for
longer hail contact. and as the arms are fully extended. the



relaxed Angers and wrists will finally extend for a maximum
contact distance and accuracy. Part method.

F. Progress from the past exercises of bouncing the ball on the
floor to using a partner to practice relaxation. absorption.
acceleration, and synchronization. Three individuals are in-
volved in this exercise with one serving as an assistant while
the other two perform the task.
The nonperforming individual stands erect, bends at the waist,
and places his hands on his knees with fully extended arms.
The flat surface of his bock, which is parallel with the floor.
is used as a playing surface. The ball will now be played
across his back by the two performing individuals, thus
changing the manner in which gravity acts upon the per-
former's muscle relaxation. In the previous exercises. gravity
aided relaxation upon extension of the levers of the Anpers.
wrists, and arms. as all extension was toward the floor. Now
extension will be parallel with the floor requiring a certain
amount of muscle tension to keep the complete arm from
dropping to the sides of the performer. The playing of the
he by the NIP" body Annan 1,001 a vertical to horizontal
plane.
The two performers face each other across the assistant's
back. Their lower bodies are in a squat position, simulating
the proper lower body positioning explained earlier. The
angles at the knee joint and waist may he less than the
desired 90- degree angle, depending upon their heights and
the height of the assistant.
The upper bodies of the two performers are slightly deferent
than their desired positioning, due to the height of the
bending assistant's back and due to the bell's being played
on a horizontal plane. The hands are at the side of the
assistant's back and slightly above it in a relaxed position
with the palms of each performer facing. The arm are in a
natural arc away tram the body as in proper upper body
position.
The Forename's beck is bowed to allow his head to be posi.
tinned directly behead his hands. The head is effeminately
six inches behind Sits hands.
Assuming this coffees. body positioning, play the milky ball
continuously back and forth across the assistant's back.
Progress as in the earlier exercises by Arst stressing Amer
and wrist flexion and extension, plus proper Anger positioning
upon ball contact. Gradually accelerate the speed of the hall



which aids in relaxed absorption and acceleration "-
taxation of the fingers and wrists is acquired in Im .

add synchronized forearm extension and flexion welln
upperarm adduction and abduction. This lei so
chronization of the fingers, wrists, forearms, sell tispermreas
for maximum length of hall contact by the upper this -
Alternate performer and assistant positions. Mossearti st.t,
of one minute. as squat position and continuos* sipper
movement causes tenseness in the muscles.) Run 4einttt

G. The next progression is to setting the ball in . Joe...-
ward trajectory 112 to 15 feet high) throat
proper body positioning, ball contact. and cont.oritt
The use of the lower body is added as a syisp..0., .isi-
tacting force in this exercise. The performer awes
directly over his head and high enough to allow hos 4. p . his
whole body into proper position to set the ball IIIIhe throw
must be accurate. so that the ball drops straight dram inward
the performer's forehead, eliminating excessive ansuentent by
the body in centering under the ball. Using par 1r body
positionng, ball contact. and contacting forces. the Mal is set
directly above his head four to Ave feet and then caught.
Repeat and gradually increase the height of the set as lower
body synchronization is obtained. Continue until the set is
12 to 13 fee high and complete body follow-through is
learned. The performer may continuously set the ball above
his head when hit executed shills warrant the pro-
gression. Whole

H. When individual skip is attained in the fundamental, progress
to setting in pairs. The performers now learn to position
themselves properly wader a ball played by a teammate. One
performer losses the ball into the air and sets it to his partner,
who is epproCensiely IS feet away (half cour. He '4" "inn
town the ball 12 to IS feet high. in a straight line
deeps accurately on the head of his partner. The mifsv.

receiving the ball quickly positions hiamelf Va. 4. ,*
ever, the receiver. is correct body positioning will St
dropping directly in front of his forehead. ouches she all.
He or the instructor checks his *ogee positimdmi on the bell,
his complete body positioning, and the Inuifinn of the boil
in relation to his head. The receiver now becomes the setter
as he tosses the ball into the air and sets it to his partner.
Repeat until each performer consistently maintains
positioning and accurately sets the ball with the desiredcl
trajectory. Whole method.

If



I. Repeat exercise H, Intl 4 tn. to immediately set
the hall anove his own ea.wa set it to his partner,
Continuously reset the intifi

J. Repeat exercise H. but ivreslelbser4, asourn the hall to the
other partner using prop' wools -woe lucs. Play the hall
continuously. Whole mass..

PIKe
The spike is the method eireptio . in wilieIvall for forcefully

:led tactfully returning a set Nett ant is. opponent's court. It is one
4 volleyball's most exciting einulemeisesis aid shooed he introduced
Q.arly in the volle)hall unit. who spry can le included as early as
the seventh grade. Lowering we net -64,404 'o several inches above
the standing reach of the averareewww .aelose facilitates instruction.

Few sports coalmen a fooseseeenee/ nem difficult to execute.
Despite its compleeities, the %Oar ,.;affir Ha successfully taught by
breaking the teaches, programa', seas Awfae phases.

Caned Am Memo owl Mimi UMW
A. Correct arm action and howl Jesow.. is the initial phase of

the spileng sequence. 1 he lioentshw-wip of arm and hand action
is as felears:
1. Comet with the bell shutito ...ark with an open, re-

tail... hand at a peed 4 to levieihes...a trent of the spiking
ilseeider. The ideal reissionhip the hall to the body
most he discovered In' the veihel This relationship be-
ams an integral part of doe sown .usd must always he
speittserl prior to the aetnal easnwo aids the ball.

2. Area ef COMA en vim epoosoos. somewhere between
the hen of the hentelo aiwitneonimi of the hand. The
Supers we losanba asewppedromor !gall to entire bet-
ter irrinict. thiolenged arneew over meek in increased
eweerraws and the conroet minim N mrOnn on the hall.

3. Y *mid be ceolleeltill 40109,4 tv 'iPontal axis
ail dowdy in tir nab man. .

4. eras union opitiminom ressmhles an
throw willeollein *Ism an is flexed

ask ,,dekod. viol a. imp, war ,00d to the right
tie right-haine *INN thie arrow a laid back in a
paw n of reheated inteerarmwerwelolotee hand open and
rob I. The lett ann is ontleloweui me relied above and
in ,t of the head n, aid fa Se." %ounce and propulsion
donwi`e.the school speolit iaCNO'



5. During the spike. the body is rotated to the lett lase,
impetus from the extended balance f left awe 444)1.-.1
this force is the action of the spiking arm Arm, +tie
action, the right elbow is brought tonvassl save raw,...rti
until it reaches a point directly in front a taw ash,
shoulder. During contact, the arm is fully essessdam des
the shoulder is lifted. The lifting Action of the olsogiwor-
acids extra reach to the spiker, well as aurftaws .
built-in reminder to extend compietcly upon ranaaci The
hand. still relaxed and forming around the W is ssonswe
through the ball in the culmination of the vulgar. isiss.r-
If the hand and wrist are relaxed, the followtlhrougt
essential for imparting topspin and direction an the last
will automatically occur. If the spike has hues ,:orsainsi
executed, the fingers of the spiking hand wig he storm
toward the floor after contact.
(Note: The topspin aspect of the spike mos onglar
sized. Just as a short server in tennis Esau .lm* the
hall to place it is the serving area, the spiker se so .*t
must alsp impart topspin to a ball set away from she were

6. The greater the preparatory backssetng, which susiodes dlAr
cocking action of the arm. the rotation at the ismer %Ws
and often, the arching of the back, the 'ream the xss
tributing force to the ball's acceleration. * eswst Ns'

cautioned, however. that spiking accuracy, alieresyse..
placement should never he sacrificed few pavonf CM* -
ever. success is not measured by how hand Ile Ile* "O` Ile
but in the number of points won or lost as a rare sitr 1111
spike. It should also be stressed that the wow efis
relaxation of the spiker's arm. she hatter the hard cowboy
with the ball.

B. Drill Progression
I. Ball is held in ossupiking hat.d in front of body Ilpihswg

hand is wrapped around hall as in spiking. Papuawows,
times. Hand is placed on vertical anis and Apr above
horizontal aais. Nod and wrist are tollnalyi Mar Dad
the hand is first ea %tribe she hall. libevr .4 the herd and
the finger% foam" *MO after dos isttlial easimao tats
parting dimes:how and eqpipin to the hall,

2 Ball is MY at want WOt in nonsmoking hand and seedy
hit straight down to the floor. Stress ntiazatior contra
point, and follow - through.

3. Repeat drill 2, but hold WI above hooka's! shoultirr Coo-
tinue to hit hall straight down. This necessitates prow.
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follow-through. Ball should not be hit hard: it should just
rebound head high. Stress control, not power.

4. Form pairs of partner., 15 feet apart. Ball is tossed into
air in front of spiking shoulder and spiked toward partner.
Ball should contact the floor six to eight feet in front of
the spiker.
Points of emphasis: (I) Ball is tossed three feet above and
6 to 18 inches in front of spiking shoulder. As each person
spikes, he should attempt to locate his best spiking rela-
tionship to the ball. (2) Relax completely. Elbow is bent
until ball is contacted. (3) Upon contact, raise shoulder
and follow through with entire hand. Students check to
see if ball has forward (top) spin. Stress that fingers
should point to floor after contact with ball.

5. Continue to work in pairs, but at a distance of 20 feet.
Spiker tosses ball into air ia freest if right shoulder,
jumps, and spikes it to floor fi to 10 het away.
Points of emphasis: ( 1 ) Slow as in 4. (2) Stress tossing
ball in front of lie spiking shoulder. (3) Emphasize jump-
ing straight up gather than forward. (Note: Drills 4 and
S can be done individually by the miter standing 12 to
15 feet from a Rot, unobstructed wall. and spiking the ball
to the floor near its junction with the wall. At first, each
rebounding ball should be caught, hot after practice, a
rebounding ball asay be continuously 'piked.)

6. Move to volleyball court. Drill as is 5, except hit ball
over a net lowered I to 11/2 feet below recommended net
height for age group involved.

7. Same as in 6, but raise net to regulation height.
(Note: Stress bitting out at ball rather than down. Proper
topspin will carry ball into court. Move 'pikers back to
a distance five to six fast Isom net. Spikers not hitting
at the ball will drive it iassi-the net. These hitting out on
the ball but not imparting topspin will drive it out of
bounds.)

The Appreseb, Tali. , and LaNdlog

A. The approach
1. A- proper approach is one that aligns the spiker with the

ball and enables him to attain the correct relationship
between the ball and his body. The spiker also uses the
approach to develop forward momentum, which is then
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convulsed to upward thrust by using a heel -ii of the
foot atime-off.

2. The bionic position for the spiker is 8 to :0 for from the
net. The distance nil depend upon the salsa of the
spiker.

3. The approach is smooth and correctly boned. The Ors
step is taken in a dimoation that will align the soleat with
the ball and the nat. The spike. approaches with
shoulders parallel to she net. 'ills permits purser ver-
satility by enabling a spiker to km from any panaion on
the court and to the right or left side of the apponenes
court

4. The final two saps are the wise important in unsparing
for the jump. The lesipb ol the lest step dorsi on the
distance of the liar kola the piker. The der the
distaste to travel, thle loopy the first asp. The second
step is a Stoner Sop The bask foot is knout aloapide
to a proallel pothiset The ankle-le-ankle distance bettors
the foot thonIll be so 10 isana.

B. The take -al
I. At the conclumata r dhe amass h. the spiker theadd he

in the following pannes: blob parallel and !Id on
front of the bet* New liga. and trunk flees* Ono se
90° and 1100; anms mothellell and swung baslissed ab
far as Othafraolalthe pits head forward and am
focused on the heft

2 In jumping, the Ism& espihnited hard to take advamaage
of the action-re seliessesimigle.

3. As the heels are *lard in frost of the body (ft asp
forward motion), thniernss bola to swing foremast lite
trunk, hips, lep, ate amides, attending its their piper
sequence. thrust the iglher upstard.

4. As she spiker's anon MIA err Sp of their sec.
the spiking paskinnalld 111, few be*. Ind the %d-
ein* arm, aye reltani Ilessind lie sidideg .

back is as day.
5. The spike is cothpbsed by swinging the him arm earn,

straightening thwarts*, and flexing the swol all done in
proper sequence.

C. The landing
I. In alighting after the spike, the jumper swat learn is flex

his legs (crouch) and give upon impact for these ram-
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sons. ) the absorption of inigiser over a Greater distance
helps to minimize iniury to rhor hos and foot: (2)
dropping to a compksely mow. ieol pummorm loners the
Spiker', center of gravity. iberattime ambler on nes:lining
balance. crouching loners not spiiker hods helms
net height. elssonating the morionains of tatting moo the
net

2. The sinker's feet should he soonest to 'smoulder %smith to
hroaden the base and insprose haw._

D. Drill ficirgression
I. The first drill is to poont omit ao smokie*, the value the

proper arm swing in mmingutg.

Form large sin* .n4* Casein* notioarc Crouch ant
jump three times vide hu.dist2 AMA mow `idles.
wasp rime times_ nenipior Jaws cosi as sismilier+.
Fnealla. ennp time emosi. piamimine: amen to .ruing
tiatnegth sigeromilm man ,,irerilisme. lbediratideat mow Ism
a Morestieic Imam of Imo eamoveme lie full arm swan
is oct a mamenum maw

2. A second drill in this senses esonsanni the Assn:main die
Omits. and die !malting.
Stsrents farm three hoes pengssitharsOmn (sib Elie tat ( Pt
the :lass is large, incesnis thr -vmonolotr- ,ti tints lb four
Or C. Inorrever. three haw ~NW 1111, 4111r smonctor
to nommerve. The first peons a leas maws 6 to 9 feet
Iran the wt. deresding upon ostionadastmssie
The first person in each Wu alms Ike Imo Imp appeench.
killfeeel tais-a[. and comma see cue nerds
Aar. claw. map. aprail IOW j11111..
Soikar time le lire ail of she its.
rivarts omalmet 1 t I Simon ail pager f him
no. 12 h aim% mess time.... Ma meow Ana emniln heck
pew ar, sekoinf; 4 3 1 Ones heel re two ileliy separ-
ate* unit feet aren N se NI isseiles. tait tliett Midi add
ler a unismrel di tow doom& IS min amid dissmodk

Ili evedisoli piNAMM: #641 "pro and teach Neer with
mad& .mien Podia, 'his aesowe+ cam& leadimp.
TI. "fiord sequence a 4441114411Na "die. es which

fundamentai 0 ne at, ciao. mom& bating
are employe, tie *pas ...rascher4 aide mums.

weight tni the correct .6.1 mean the crouch
Wear
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*4111mg a Seminary BO

The hitting of .1 stationary bah ,."ides an opportunity $o put all
of the spiking tandamentals into elke-ft I with the exception of timing

moving balla

A A six-foot madder is placed te,ar feet away from the net %vitt,
the steps ot the ladder townie. the spikier

B \n assistant sunds or sits tie top on the ladder war
hall held in the palm of the amid. The liagiew of the ha''
holder arc tail together to aims. the dlatacc. a Mors The
holder's arm is extended atom me- ball is pinionst tsar toe. from
the net awn al, high as the Mum feels Me maker cm -each
from his inwaximum jump. Mau hapianor, do wit reanro how
high the. ,:an jump and rarer Mc Insider's 'oh N en-
courage Me- miket to jump sow mach to is nimmeman
If the bold is held lower thanwhe maximina winching might
of the spikier. had spiking atonal. such aii hinting the hall
without tardy extending the min. will mot.

C. Right-hamied spikers form a ..ne to the oak ea each of the
ladders onewerie for left-humans apikeni. Utilasing the cor-
rect apporach, arm action. hood contact. and 'landing. the
Spiker hilt the hail into the MIllgodegICS MOM

D. Each spinier chimes his corowtatal after spiking.

E. Points of etwallaarts:
I . Imador few sommact phemonear t4 bailureu %NW-

*WI 111101 sort/ sown tom de net
2, tribtang ponandores:

a. Start two steps atom haws got aster. 0111111011e Correct
relationship to the WI miarnithe Misitudf

b. Crouch at take-off. t -ere Molehill jumping melleakse.
Contact Soot hard for application of antimonsection
principle. Plant hash in front of body wimp foramd
momentum.

c. Utilizing correct am swing. The book swing mew
occur *Bong the hes step if forward owing is so Inc
added to the upwani torces during the pimp.

d. Hit out at ball with loosely extended arm. Dr i
try to spike straight down. Attempt to place the Is.-1
into the hack one-third of the court.

e. Crouch during landing.



Spiking a Moving Nell
The fourth progression is a frustrating sequence. The spiken

hive begun to look skilled in spiking a st ationary hall and it appears
they will be capable of doing the same with a wisvisig ball. lidos-
tinately, this is not true, and the problem of esmblishing the bell-
body relationship, coupled with the synchronization es.74minl for
hitting a moving ball, results in a difficult experience .or teacher
and pupil.

Inaccurate setting multiplies the problem and it is recommended
that a two-handed underhand toss be used in place of the sat_ The
thrower must learn to toss the ball accurately to the same spot and
at the same height. This simplifies the spiker's establishing the
correct ball-body relationship.

A. Spiker positions himself near the side line and the comet
distance from the net for utilizing the two step ammo,

B. Ball is tossed six to eight feet above the net in a tripmen
which brings it down near the side line and dined, is been
of the Spiker.

C. As ball is tossed, and toot hofere. Riker 111°V.1 in the
proper cadence, slips* hientisif with the MN.

D. When the correct body -hall 111111111i111111hip is aisaissd, spier
utilizes the correct take-elf and span ball into opponents
court. After employing canoe ftellftimes in landing, spikier
chases ball and returns it tie the next person in line. be
Figures 10-14.

E. Points of emphasis:
I. Start at correct distance from net. (Most sodents sonst

too far back.)
2. Do not start in until ball is set.
3. Align yourself with ball on first nap.
4. In planting heels for take -oft, stay behind bat. Flex legs

and body and attain 11110LialIMI height.
5. In contact with ball, keep arm loose, extend arm, raise

shoulder, and hit through the ball.
6. Flex and crouch when landing.

Sassawasty

The spike is one of the most challenging fundemestals of afty
sport. Students are excited about it and will stay loiq after class
to master the correct technique. When it has been taught correctly,
the satisfactions of accomplishment will quickly turn the disinter-
ested participant into a lifetime enthusiast.
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SIERVE
The serve has progressed from a method used basically to start

play to a definite offensive threat. The underhand serve has dis-
appeared and the overhand power serve has replaced it. The most
commonly used overhand serve is the floater. The round-house and
spike serves are also used, but the floater is the most effective and
consistent for both beginning and experienced players.

The overhand serve is such a strong scoring weapon that it
should not be introduced to the students until their ball-handling
skills warrant its introduction. The game could and should be
adapted until the ball-handling skills are such that the serve does
not dominate the scoring and play.

The purpose of the serve is to put the opponents on the
defensive and to score points as a direct result of its effectiveness.
The serve. like the spike. is a method of forcefully and tactfully
sending the ball across the net in as near an unreturnable manner
as possible. However, it is most important that the serve remain in
play, and avoiding service faults is of prime importance.

Body resides
The body, for best results, is in the same position before each

serve. The server stands immediately behind the end line or at
times up to 10 feet back, depending upon the server's preference
and power.

A. The body faces the net with the shoulders parallel to the net
and end line.

B. The feet are in either a parallel or a slightly staggered stance
depending upon personal preference.

C. The knees are flexed for comfort and relaxation. See Fig-
ure IS.

Tasnisp, Sande, mad COMMA Arm Adios
The serve is best taught by using the "whole method" with the

toss-up, stride, and correct arm action all integrated into one smooth
coordinated motion.

A. The ball is held in both hands. It is held straight armed at
eye level with the server using extreme concemrattem prior to
starting the action. The striking hand is on tip of the ball
with the other hand under the bait L'r its support and balance.

B. The ball is softly tossed above the heao to a ht fight of two to
three feet and so that it is about WI feet forward of the

3$



shoulder of the striking hand. Care is taken to prevent the
ball from spinning. See Figures 16 and 17.

C. While the ball is in the air, the body weight transfers to the
back foot to allow the forward foot to step or slide forward.

D. The server's striking arm resembles the arm of a baseball
catcher about to throw to second base. It is flexed and
cocked, with the upper body rotated slightly to the right (for
a right-handed server) as the front foot (left) steps forward.
The striking hand is placed next to the ear. The left arm
remains out in front of the body for balance.

E. As the ball drops to a position in front of the shoulder of
the striking arm, and at head level, the body weight transfers
to the front foot.

F. The striking arm is snapped forward from its cocked posi-
tion, with the hand striking the ball with a forceful jab.
The striking arm does not follow through, as such a move
would cause the ball to spin rather than float. The speed
of the ball will be dependent upon the speed of the striking
arm. See Figure 18.

1114114Hand Contact

There are several methods of contacting the ball with the hand.
The important thing is that the ball be contacted the same way on
every serve.

A. The three most common techniques are the open hand, the
cupped hand, and the knuckler (resembling a baseball
knuckle ball). When the hand contacts the ball in each
technique, the contact is solid and sharp. The wrist remains
rigid.

B. The ball is struck in the center so that the ball will float and
not spin. Striking the ball below the midline will cause too
high a trajectory and create backspin. Striking the ball above
the midline will cause the ball to have topspin and often not
clear the net.

Drill heresies
A. The ball is tossed into the air using the proper stance, toss-up,

stride, and arm-cocking action. The ball is then caught in-
stead of struck. Emphasize the following:
1. The stance is consistent and the server concentrates.
2. The ball is consistently tossed the same height and same

distance in front of the shoulder of the striking arm.
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nen sail. h olse makes it pomible for pan to be played early in
the unit. a. Ant tandems are developing sense of team play as they
perfect their *Om AN players can learn so play in harmony and
unity within this hesetwomeoles pomp without sacriecies the skill

or morale of any ramabor is the soup.de or
summon all other Wm sports as carryoveezre=

for leisure time. Al ass seem to enjoy it. and it is an
activity for corecreatioa. Certainly the femibdity of social ether-
action throw. coeducational dares in volleyball should not be
overlooked. Volleyba ll is easily adaptable to coeducational physical
education.

Tenelime Air
These pothibilides are not achieved by chance. but by a carefully

penned programa booed on the needs of the studenot. functional
'methods, and variety of approaches. The follow/ie. eimmicks.
devices, and verbal pictures are offered as an aid In reaching the
potential value of a volleyball unit. The suspestiosts an not est-
sanded to embrace the whole of volleyball. but are hints not airs
foued est descriptions of the pose.

A. Finsettip volley tips
I. Over reify. See Mourn I. 2. 3.) Esapheidae con-

troth.' the ball with the thumbs and Ile* part of the first two
Awn. The palms do mot tondo the hell. The tallew-Ibrough is I.
Oho direstion of the volley.

apse 1. Ildithe the hi Ilan L ffmlmamn lyw L fdlmodissab
a



2. OWNS" ~den lineertle stalky. (See Figures 4, 5, and 6.)
Comsat the ball with the thumbs and the fleshy Pm It es *Om.
The fallow-through is in a forward circular maim' away from the
ball. This skill prevents huddles lads sod gives good *realm to
she valley.

nom 4. odds, `bat Now Ibbieek ttilrw Pallewasssob.

S. Passing and set-up gimmicks
I. Stretch rope taw owes the gym from one bosher hoop so

the other.
a. Sword groups at two players stood on opposite sides at the
rope facing mod other. ney volley de ball bask and forth
cow she rape.
b. If there is a lad of volleyballs. Ms AM formollom will Ave

sle,goes to the wad of her line.
to each ills may be wed. After a player volleys the

bell
c. Player One has bee right aide us the rope while Player Two
has her his side to die rope. The lest player sed up she bail
to the second. The paean/ player returns the ball amass die
rope ft two opposes% is positions on Ow Wilier side.
4. If players are unable to volley the bell as high as the rope,
they may practise volley* a basketball over a velleybaN net
tot a short dm.

2. Stretch the rope ten tea toleh *reedy show the vollrylwM on.

of the The set-up player sots up the ball
a. Use say *M in which the em-up player moth tared=
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e. Meet the ball sooner: Use when a player makes a poor vol-
ley because of waiting too long to meet the ball.
f. Fully extend: Use for a player failing to follow through
with arms and body on her volley.
s. Eyes on the hall: Use when a player fails to keep her eyes
focused on the ball.
h. Whole body action: Use when a player fails to jump to
meet the ball, or does not extend the body as she volleys.



Volleyball A New Challenge
NINJA JOR0144$11N
Glands l High School

Mondale, California

NANCY L CHAPMAN
Ind an Hill Junior High School

Cincinnati, Ohio

Volleyball, now an Olympic sport, has come of age! Interest and
enthusiasm are sweeping the country. Exhibitions, clinics, and work-
shops are being planned and sponsored by expert coaches, teachers.
and players throughout all parts of the United States. This recent
activity comes as an attempt to further the growth and acceptance
of this fine team sport. The time is right for the physical educator
to provide the opportunity to learn basic skills and strategies as they
are related to the modern game of volleyball.

Good techniques and skill progressions can make volleyball a
game that is fun, exciting, and challenging to the teacher as well
as to her students. Why not introduce a new sport with an old name?
Change old ideas and playing habits with determination and enthu-
siasm and accept the challenge to teach volleyball. A little extra
effort and consideration in planning the program will certainly allow
for much greater success in meeting this challenge.

Equipment and Facilities

Indoors. This is the ideal situation, using leather balls whenever
possible.

Ourdoorv. Cement and asphalt ruin leather balls, but perhaps last
year's leather ones could he used. If it is necessary to use rubber
halls, stress keeping fingers back and using the inside of the fore-
arm for the bounce pass, Suggest wearing_ long- sleeved sweat-
shirts and/or gloves for cold outdoor play. The sting of a rubber
ball may take the zest out of a good game.

General. Malls, and lots of them, make the ram. Volleyballs
in the storeroom are a waste. Use them all is year. One ball for
every two girls will keep skill development and interest at a peak
as players are continuously involved in activity. If equipment
supplies are low, adapt drills for as much activity as possible.
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Illhems-Upe assilallwegMenIng

ifnrtning swi_ in plow, tiumhewieting, estoweilistg, and
slaw rotation iinnimenuew forl.111innele &Pk wag"-
belbactivity. Iherwesugurepwrbipriat aweilistawe weasinuare fine
cuesilkioners srf ihwellehe put of sawy Owned sdnusien pro-
gem. Variety tub grew «r soup pewelis more imaeresung.

f can*, useallar wain-
op end Cott Illimulugwenwo wilds just *we people is a
4.111 a Owes am iv she hall movie. 11111Minrehe

dews iss towwwWee dialnage the haft adders is any
Au.

Illhpaical elbweibee MileNdieri shade peemille ler the
Irannins beide rildlb of the ime. order al din powatetion
Auld lead pearewhody into gpararphry situations. 1111u

anowesd gansressiens ler the melee willophall skills:

A. Pews
1. Ihrplain awl demo ate hand penion, point of contact, and

body pedalo.
2. Pertness elteenaSe toss and pass.

a. Ilegiusers should be organized w that they pas at=
ahead their partners. This :Inzieredisce
erromeed the derelpment over

b. If larepallep esquire circle fetwations, Uwe students pus
acuminate:1sec

c. Inatome tiegineen to catch a per tow lamas later) and
repessithe throw rather than pumice poripsecheique

3. Individual" practice spriest wall.
4. Partners ...a back and fords conahumeusly.
5. Partners alesrnaw tossing and pewee, but net directly to each

other, so that passer learns to move into correct position.

1. Set
(Same technique as pass, but utilization of pastern drills develops

specific dudes of setter.)
1. Square /ewes

a. Players nowt learn to face direction *award which they
intend to pass, as they receive passes from other direction
(Figure I).

b. Reverse direction of ball to practice passing as ball comes
from other side of player.



N.

2. Triangular pass patterns
a. Player in setter's position practices using a variety of

heights and widths of passes as she sends ball to player in
spiker's position (Figure 2).

b. Passer seeds ball to center of court, causing setts r to move
away frau her net position to face player in the spiker's
position itesOore she sets to her (Figure 3).

cam'

Firm 2 NW, 3

KEY
AM. yes In passer's pimidem
11Pleyor he *Woes essiles
CPhryrw its spiher's peeltioa

+ PGA el MN
----s Pea el plelw



c. Practice sets from hack -court position, using same triangu-
lar pattern (Figure 4).

d. Practice cross-court sets (Figure 5 ).
Note: Players should rotate positions after short periods of
time so that each has the opportunity to develop setting
skills. Also, each of the above drills should be organized on
the right side of the court as skill proficiency develops.

Rive, 4 Floanr5

3. Front and back set patterns
a. Player A faces player B and sets first pass to her. Player B

returns the pass to player A, who back-sets to player C.
Player A then turns and faces player C to receive pass from
her. Player A repeats pattern with player C (Figures
6 and 7). This pattern is continuous, and players should
rotate positions after short periods of time.

"

6 " * 7., A

Figure 7

P. .# lowN
1. 2, 3, 4 &moose. el posses

90



b. Variation of the above pattern encourages players to move
to play the ball. Setting sequence is A to B to A. who back-
sets to C (Figure 8). S and A then exchange positions
and C sets to A (Figure 9).

NO
A

Figure

A 8
Figure 9

C

The entire ()Them is then repeated in the new positions.
Thus, B to C to B, who hack-sets to A (Figure 10). C and
B then exchange positions and A sets to C (Figure I I ).

A B
Figure 10

A C
Figure 11

B

C. Bounce pass
I . Explain and demonstrate arm and body position.
2. Partner tosses ball easily to passer.
3. Partner tosses ball easily to passer's side; partner must move

to play ball from in front of her.
4. Increase force of tosses to passer.
5. Increase force of balls as they are tossed toward side of passer.

(Discourage use of side bounce pass with arms tilted; passer
should move to play ball from in front of her.)

6. Vary direction of tosses to side, front, and back of passer so
she must move quickly to play the ball.

7. Vary height and force of passes to partner who must deter-
mine which type of pass she is going to use to play the ball.
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D. Spike
1. Explain and demonstrate arm action and point of contact.
2. Practice hitting ball straight toward ground; increase force of

hit.
3. Play Chinese handball against a wall; hit the ball diagonally

toward the floor, causing ball to rebound from floor to wall.
As the ball rebounds from the wall, player hits it diagonally
toward floor again (Figure 12).

----- PAM Of Mu.

Rem 12. Ovotheed Spike
Pomo.

4. Pepmr drills
a. Leader and group formation: Leader spike-hits the ball to

each one in group; each bounce passes to return ball.
b. Partners only: One spike-lifts to the other, who uses a

bounce pass to return the ball. First player then sets the
ball to her partner, who begins sequence again by spike-
hitting back to her.

c. One spiker, A, and two receivers, I and C: A spike-hits
toward receivers. Either i> or C moves toward the ball and
attempts to bounce pass straight upward; the other receiver
then moves to set the ball to the spiker. Sequence is re-
peated with A spike-hitting again.

5. Stationary jump and hit a tossed ball at net position.
6. Practice three-step approach ending with a jump- reach. (Use

two-footed takeoff for jump.) Repeat, using suspended object,
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such as a basketball net or string hanging from backboard,
as a target for jump-reach. Players should practice hitting with
as much force as possible at height of jump-reach.

7. Approach and spike a tossed ball at the net.
8. Approach and spike a set ball at the net.
9. Practice spike on both sides of the court.

a. On-hand hitthe player's spiking hand is nearest the center
of the court.

b. OR-hand hitthe player's hitting hand is nearest to the
side line.

10. Spike toward various angles of the court (i.e., cross-court and
down the side lines).

E. Overhand serve
1. Explain and demonstrate arm action and point of contact

(similar to spike pattern, but point of contact is on back
underside of ball).

2. Player stands approximately eight feet from partner or wall,
tosses ball slightly above head, and hits straight toward partner
or wall.

3. Increase distance from target as control develops.
4. Serve ball over net from midcourt position.
5. Gradually increase distance from net as players improve.
Unit Manning is a very important phase of the instructional pro-

gram. Mic hasic, or beginning, unit should be constructed in such a
way that it meets the needs of every girl. The experiences each
girl encounters as she is introduced to a new sport should be chal-
lenging to her. It is the beginning unit that must provide for the
development of a broad repertoire of skill abilities, thereby allowing
for further development of advanced techniques. Also, pr
must be planned to meet the needs of the more highly skiZamsos
that they, too, may be challenged to reach higher levels of achieve-
ment. Whether it be planning for the school, college, or recreation
Program, the structuring of unit content must follow a meaningful
progression from the basic through the advanced.

F. Beginning unit (Numbers indicate sequence)
BASIC OFFENSE

1. Pass 4. Play strategy (1-2-3) 7.
2. Bounce 5. Overhead spike pattern

pass 6. Basic setting 9.
3. Rules 8. Underhand serve

10.

DEFENSE
Court positioning

(playing)
Court positioning

(serve reception)
Game play

S3



In the beginning unit, a special emphasis must be placed on
developing good passing skills. as this technique is essential to good
volleyball. The offensive strate, 1-2-3, is simply a pass, a set(which is also a paw), and a spike. These three skills will comprise
the major part of practice drills regardless of the player's gill level.
Game-like drills and/or game-play situations should be includeddaily in the beginning unit.

An understanding of court positioning is also important. Too
often, players use the comm . front-back position shown in Fig-w.f. 11. The hole in the middle is only slightly smaller than theCif 1 Canyon! In this formation, the three front players will he
pla)iii; for halls that would p1ubably hit the net, while anything
above the shoelaces of the hackcourt players is certain to hit behindthe end line. However, the player positioning shown in Figures 13
and 14 allows each player to be able to cover the greatest amount
of space in her position and yet be ready to change to offense assoon as they control the ball.

X x

X

e13
(Pear)

x

x X

elpsre 14.

The formation in Figure IS i quite effective for serve
especiaffy if the other team is getting power on their serves. gain,
this brings the back court players away from the end line.

The serve is an important offensive technique, but it can be
introduced late in the unit. For young heginners (junior hi. school
age), throwing the ball over the net wiN suffice until the other basic
skills are learned, whereas for high school girls, the underhand
serve should already have been learned and should merely need to
he reviewed. Game play should he planned as soon as possible so
that skills can he put into practice and learning becomes more fun.
tr
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40

X x X
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G. Intermediate unit (Numbers indicate sequence)

BASIC

I I. Pass
12. Bounce

13. Rules
pass

21. Game
Play

OFFENSE
14. Play strategy (3-3)
15. Setting (placement)
16. Spiking (placement)
19. Overhand serve

DEFENSE

17. Defensive bounce
Pass

Defensive court
positioning

a. Spike
b. Free ball

20. Serve reception

The intermediate unit reviews the basic fundamentals and de-
velops them further as described in the major skill progressions.
The players should have progressed from the beginning stays of
development and can be expected to move the ball with greater
speed, force, and control. Players begin to specialize as the offen-
sive play strategy advances to the 3-3 system, known as the partner-
pair pattern of offense. This system employs the use of three setters
and three spikers, but divides them into three pairs for use as
partners. Each pair is composed of a setter and a spiker. Positions
are often determined by ability to pass, to move, and to think
quickly (setters), or height and jumping and spiking ability (spikers
or hitters). These skills are further developed through the utiliza-
tion of the setting and spiking drills as they are listed in the major
skill progressions.

Also, at this level, a greater need arises for the development of a
defensive play pattern. In many cases, the types of court position-
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in t will depend on the ability of the other team. However, one
effective method of defensive court coverage is to have the players
form a semicircle and face toward the direction of the ball. Each
girl slowly moves in a straight line toward the ball after it has been
set, ready to defend her share of the court. The cross-court players
are ready for the power hit, whereas the setter and the line players
are responsible for the slower moving dink and any other hit that
just clean the tape of the net (Figure 16).

If opponents lack spiking strength or frequently miss their hits,
the center back may play a roving position in order to cover the
middle section of the court (Figure 17). When the spike is coming
from the opposite side of the court, the setter should shift slightly
to the right so that the center back can more effectively cover her
section.

Drills that combine the use of many techniques provide for
game-like situations that can and should be implemented into prac-
tice sessions. Figure 18 indicates this type of drill. As the first
player in line at the side of the court passes to the setter at the
net, the setter in turn sets the ball for a spike to be executed by
the first player. In the opposite court, the players can practice their
defensive positioning and skill techniques at the same time. Again,
all players should rotate after a short period of time.

The overhand serve and the spike are regarded as major offensive
techniques and should be included in the intermediate unit. Prac-
tice and accuracy will result in winning many points. Students will
be surprised how quickly and easily they can learn this serve.

Once the serve is mastered, a serve and receiving drill can be
used to develop both skills. Players should take the positions
shown in Figure 19. Servers from each end line can serve to the
receivers on the opposite side of the net. As ace acy develops, a
server can attempt to place her serves to a certain receiver. Also,
a setter can be used to practice sets with the bounce passes as they
come from the receivers.

The program designed for the most highly skilled and advanced
players concentrates chiefly on the finer aspects of team play. The
sequence in which various skills and knowledge* are to be intro-
duced is not as clearly defined in the advanced unit; such does not
seem necessary since these aspects represent a culmination of all
previous experiences. The skill-drill activities are dependent on the
individual player and her needs. Major skills cannot be overlooked
as these must be practiced and drilled until players have acquired
proficiency in execution. It will take many long hours of deter-
mined practice and great distances of court mileage for top players
to be able to meld into a quality team.
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H. Advanced Unit
OFFENSE BASIC DEFENSE

Sets Strategy Serve defense
Cross court Defense Types of serves
Back court Offense Cover weak players
Back and front Substitutions Coverage of court
Half court Time-outs Court coverage

Hitter (Spiker) Court talk Offensive
Hit various types of Defensive

sets Covering spiker
Dinks ( backing-up)

Serve Net recovery
Floating Blocking
Top-spin Rolls; floor work
Short serve for recovery
Curve and dive
Roundhouse

Serve strategy
Weak passer
Weak side of court
Off-hand hitting side

Physical education teachers, with their knowledge of modern
skill progressions and team sport strategies, are in a unique posi-
tion to help further the growth of this challenging sport. With their
enthusiasm and desermination, they can help volleyball gain the
prominence it deserves.



Let's Teach Strategy for
Tournament Play

PANCES PLUNKETT
El Cvnino High School

Soptl an Fr Airicco, California

Tournament play can be enjoyed by players of all skill levels, but
the greatest enjoyment in participation comes with improved skill.
When each individual has been afforded the opportunity to develop
her own playing skills, then a team can prepare for tournament play
at all skill le$ 1s. Everyone should be encouraged to engage in
tournament play, regardless of present skill level, with further en-
couragement to increase the skill level for greater eventual
enjoyment.

Round-robin class tournaments can provide the students with an
opportunity to apply basic skills to team play during the final phase
of an instructional unit. With consistent enforcement of throwing,
holding, and catching rules, the practical application of basic playing
skills in actual game situations can be accomplished. 'lust get it
over" has been the major strategy of volleyball, disregarding any
consideration of team play. Too often the game is played as a
game of "throw-ball" rather than "volleyball." Even in the first
tournament games the officials should insist upon good playing skills.
Student officials should be encouraged to can all fouls as they occur.

Developing a basic set of play patterns is essential to team play.
Simple play patterns should be presented to all players so that each
player is capable of knowing her role in the total team effort. By
limiting the basic patterns to a simple formula, everyone can easily
grasp tte teamwork element of volleyball. Through the use of basic
play patterns, a team will improve its effectiveness and provide
greater enjoyment for everyone. Advanced forms of play patterns
are possible only when every player understands and can execute
basic play patterns.

All play patterns are based on individual skills, including the
serve, the serve receive, the pass, the set-up, the spike or hit, the
block, and the dig. The overhand serve is the most effective offen-
sive weapon of any team. The most important aspect of the serve
is to get the ball into the opponents' court and make it as difficult
as possible for them to return. The serve receive is one of the most
difficult skills to perfect. A basic pattern for serve receive is one
called the "crescent." The crescent formation provides five receivers,
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each of whom has a specific area to cover and a clear unobstructed
view of the server. The sixth player (center forward) is placed so
that she is in a position to receive the pass and execute the set-up
(Figure I ).

The pass is the key to the entire strategy of volleyball. A team
must develop passing ability in order to receive the serve effectively.
The pass may be executed by a two-hand overhead technique or by
the dig. The pass is essential to the set-up, and the set-up is essen-
tial to the spike or hit. The most common and basic play pattern
is pass, set-up, spike.

Concentration upon basic passing patterns provides order and
simplicity to basic strategy. The center forward should have the
primary responsibility for receiving the pass and then setting it up
for the spike or hit. The spike or hit should be the primary respon-
sibility of either side front player. The center forward is also in
a spiking or hitting position, but should concentrate upon providing
variety in her set-ups to one side front or the other. Keep the basic
strategy simple so that all can fully understand their role in the
total play pattern (Figures 2-7).

The play patterns illustrated herein are basically the same. The
variety of the pattern determined by the following: 1) Which
player receives the ball from the opponents; 2) how well the pass
rs executcd 3) how much variety the center forward uses in
stain, up t .ne side front or the other; 4) how well the set-up is
executed; 5) t>... ability of the side front players to execute the spike
or hit, knd 6) me variety of direction in the spike or hit.

Basic defense patterns are based upon each player's individual
skill and a team's ability to cover the most probable angle and area
in which the hall .littht be directed. Front line players should make
every effort to (...,ck the opponents' spiking attack. Each player
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must be on her toes at all times, and be ready to cover each other
on every play. Every team member, exerting maximum effort to
keep the ball legally in the air, is the key to an effective defense.
(Figures 8-10.)
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Developing Skill in the Volleyball
Pass Through Conditioning

MARILYN MUFF
University of Vermont

BUt lington. Vermont

The volleyball pass is one of the first skills a player needs to
develop if she is going to participate in a challenging game in which
good team play is involved. Many junior high school girls have
difficulty in developing a good pass with a high arc and sufficient
horizontal distance; the major problem in attaining the high arc
appears to be lack of strength. In an attempt to find a good ap-
proach for developing passing skill, a study was conducted to
examine the effects of conditioning the hands, fingers, and arms in
the development of a good volleyball pass. The subjects were 31
seventh- and 21 eighth-grade girls, divided by random procedures
into control and experimental groups within each grade.

A good volleyball pass was defined as one in which the ball trav-
eled a horizontal distance of IS feet and a vertical distance of 13
feet, and was projected with an initial velocity of 23.65 feet per
second at an angle of 66 degrees. Both groups received the same
general instruction in regard to these goals, but the skill develop-
ment approaches for the two groups differed. The experimental
group was conditioned in addition to having skill practice, whereas
the control group merely had skill practice. The same amount of
time was spent in skill development in both groups.

The approach to developing passing skill for experimental sub-
jects employed the use of a conditioning program in which an
attempt was made to strengthen the muscle groups used in perform-
ing the volleyball pass (shoulder flexors, elbow extensors, wrist
flexors, and finger extensors), by overloading them in the exercises
used in the conditioning program. This meant that the intensity of
the work required of those muscles had to be increased. This was
done in two of the four exercises used by providing a greater
resistance against which the muscles had to work. In the other two
exercises, the intensity of work required of the muscles was made
greater by increasing the duration of the exercise each day.

A description of the four exercises in the conditioning program
follows:

I. Grip strengths of right and left hands were taken, using an
elliptical hand-dynamometer scaled in kilograms. The intensity of
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this exercise was increased by adding one more gsvp as each dm
of exercise. The subject then progressed from taking one grip
strength trial on the first day to taking six on the sixth day. These
grip strengths were recorded in order to act as a stimulus for
conditioning.

2. Ten push-ups were done against a wall, with the h being
supported by the fingertips. The number of trials for this eaercise
was kept constant each day, but the load of the insweles was in-
creased by having them work pinta a greater resistance than on the
previous day of exercise. This was accomplished by having the
subjects increase their distance from the wall. Prior to the onset
of the conditioning program, an arm's distance away from the wall
was measured for each subject. In measuring this distance, subjects
stood erectly with palms flat on the wall, arms parallel to the floor,
with extension at the elbow joint. A piece of tape was then placed
on the floor just in front of the subject's toes. This tape was moved
back three more inches each succeeding day of exercise. Extension
of the body and legs, a slight spread of the fingers, and the support
of weight by the fingertips only were checked throughout the exer-
cise. This exercise was performed to a slow count of ten, moving
toward the wall, holding, and pushing away.

3. The rubber ball exercise was performed, starting with 10 trials
per hand and increasing five more each day. Subjects were told to
close their fists tightly around a rubber ball two inches in diameter
and then open them until the fingers were maximally stretched.

4. Ten trials of the overhand pass over a 12-foot rope were
taken each day, starting with a volleyball the first day, progressing
to a soccer ball on the second and third days, and using a basketball
the three remaining days. Because of the increased weight of the
ball, the muscles were required to exert more power. Subjects
worked in pairs for this exercise, and the number of successful
passes over the rope were recorded each day as a motivating device.

The time allotted for the daily conditioning and skill practice
ranged from 15 to 25 minutes. A schedule of the conditioning pro-
gram with the time expended on each day's exercise is given in
Table 1. The program was concentrated in 50-minute class periods
extending over three weeks.

Development of skill in passing through practice of the skill only
was the approach used with control subjects. These subjects, working
in pairs, practiced passing the volleyball over a 12-foot rope. With
masking tape, a line was placed on the floor nine feet away from the
rope for a horizontal distance goal. A restraining line was also
placed 6.5 feet from the opposite side of the rope. Each girl kept a
daily record of the number of times she passed the ball over the
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12-foot rope so that it landed on or near the horizontal distance line.
This was done as a motivating device and provided a record
improvement for the student. This pass practice lasted as long ?.s the
conditioning program each day so that an equal amount of time
was spent in the two approaches to skill development. Each subject
had to complete a minimum of ten pass trial. each day. however,
most subjects exceeded this minimum.

TABLE I. CONDITIONING PROGRAM FOR THE VOLLEYBALL
PASS DURING THE FIRST THREE WEEKS OF A FIVE-WEEK
VOLLEYBALL UNIT

Class Minutes
Period Per Class Exercises

1 15 1.
2.
3.
4.

One dynamometer grip per hand
10 finger push-ups at arm's distance from wall
10 trials of rubber hall exercises per hand
10 trials of volleyball pass over 12' rope using a vol-

leyball
2 15 1. Two dynamometer gripper hand

2. 10 finger push-ups at arms length plus 3" from wall
3. 15 vials of rubber ball exercise per hand
4. 10 trials of overhand pass, five using a volleyball and

five using a soccer ball
3 20 1. Three dynamometer grips per hand

2. 10 linger push-ups at arm's length plus 6"
3. 20 trials of rubber ball exercise per hand
4, 10 trials of pass using a soccer ball

4 20 1. Four dynasnomeSer grips per hand
2. 10 Anger push-ups at arm s length plus 9"
3. 25 trials of rubber ball exercise per hand
4, 10 trials of poi, Ave using a scoccer ball and Ave

using a basketball
5 25 1. Five dynamometer grips per hand

2. 10 finger push-ups at arm's length plus 12"
3. 30 trials of rubber ball exercise per hand
4, 10 trials of pass using a basketball

6 25 1. Six dynamometer grips per hand
2. 10 finger push-ups at arm's length plus 15"
3. 35 trials of rubber ball exercise per hand
4. 10 trials of pass using a basketball

Note: The time consumed for the daily exercises did not include the time for
taking the hand dynamometer grips. Since only one dynamometer was available.
the grips for each subject were taken at various times during the same day of the
specified exercises.
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The effects of the two approaches to developing passing skill were
determined and compared by measuring part performance at the
end of the skill development period. Skill in performance on the
volleyball pass was measured by the procedures suggested by Liba
and Stauff.1

Analysis of variance techniques were used to examine the data,
and the results supported the following conclusions:

I. The conditioning program of planned exercise supplementing
pass practice is WI approach to developing skill in the volleyball pass
superior to that of developing the skill by means of practice only,
under the conditions of this study. There is a significant difference
in passing skill in favor of the experimental groups that had the
conditioning program.

2. Since the interaction between grade levels and approach was
not significant, the conditioning approach to skill elopment is
equally successful at the seventh- and eighth-grade levels. Evidence
indicates that the use of a conditioning program in developing volley-
ball passing skill is a valuable learning procedure to be applied at

juniorunior high school level. Using such exercises as part of the
volleyball program produces greater skill than can be gained through
practice alone. Hence, there is sufficient evidence to warrant the
use of the conditioning approach to skill development as a teaching
method for the volleyball pass.

The volleyball pass test used in this study is a reliable measure of
passing ability and has several merits as a good test to be used in the
physical education class. It can be easily administered in a rela-
tively short time, to large classes as well as small. The test can be
used for practice as well as for testing purposes. Students can
easily administer the test, thereby providing the instructor with more
time to give assistance to students in the mechanics involved in hie
pass. A student can keep her own evaluation record, and by observ-
i ng the ball flight she may be able to improve her movement to meet
the objectives of a good pass. The test can also be used to provide
objective evidence for evaluating teaching procedures as well as to
diagnose the difficulties of the students. Hence, this test is valuable
to both teacher and student as a measuring device which becomes
an objective guide to diagnosis and evaluation.

1 Liba. Marie R.. and Staid?. Marilyn R. "A Test for the Volleyball Pass." Re.
search Quarter!) 34; 36-63, March l963.
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Activities for Large-Group
Teaching

CHARLOTTE DENMAN
Contra! Michigan University

Mt. Pleasant. Michigan

With an increase in class size and a decrease in the number of
players on an official volleyball team, the teacher faces a problem
in presenting the game of volleyball to her classes. If the student
is to acquire knowledge and skills in these large classes, it becomes
imperative that the teacher devise activities which will afford the
most possible practice in the basic skills. It is also important to
select activities which utilize the basic skills involved in the game
and which can be performed under conditions as they exist in the
actual game situation. The following activities are suggested be-
cause they require basic kills and emphasize the game situation.

ask Skills Gasses

Wall Volleyball (Figure I). Draw a line seven feet high on the
wall. The members of each team are scattered and hit the re-
bounding ball alternately against the wall. A point is scored against
the team that last touched the ball if it hits below the line, touches
the floor, or is not hit by the alternate team.

X OXOX
Ox0x0

Figure 1. Well volleyball
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Alley volleyball (Figure 7). Section off the length of the floor
into four playing areas. Distribute the team members in each area.
Each team in the first area has a ball. The object is to keep it up
and pass it to team members in the next area. The first seam to get
the ball to the other end of their group without the ball's touching
the floor scores a point.
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hews T. Air, ellevlill

Catch or has. Place the players on either side of a net. The ball
is served from the center back position. A player can choose to
catch the ball and return it with a throw or return it by a hit. One
point is scored if a thrown ball is missed; two points are scored if a
hit ball is missed.
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A Suggested Volleyball Unit
for the Fourth Oracle

MPH L
Univorsity of Michigan

Ann Moor. Michigan
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Ness. k egulation volleyball or badminton nets: a rope with strips
of cloth densling from it may be substituted. Nets are mounted
at goo feat.

Gins marlangs. Wall is used in the first few lessons for both
the volley and the serve. Lines should be marked on the wall at
ingervals of one foot. martins four fort from the floor and ending
at twelve hot. Mark lines on the loot parallel to the waN at
imamate of two feet up to a distance of 15 feet. A eve-foot-wide
specs is desirable for each station.

Cowl is flee MAW Gems
Badminton courts provide a basic court for this game. Otherwise

two courts may be marked of within a volleyball court. Figure I
contains suggested markings.

fi

L I

Ap

Pirate I. Alsalls/ Caw Ise Villeyball

NW

Ovens r.. and MAW
If facilities and eguipmeet are ideal. each child may have wall

specs and a ball. The method .point be one of problem solving
with gelded experimetstation. Many demonstratiom are vital so
that the children get a good comes of what die skill pasta is
and what the light of the bell shoal/ 111111111 i111118. Much oppor.
Wally for radios should be allowed *Mike *odor free to make
suggsetions, sower queselons. and give ehellenges. Way self-testing
situation, shouW be pleased with childre progressing to different
levels and distances at their own rate of growth. Mort contests can
be staged basses shoe, of appronimmte skill levels with three or
!OW sop whom recogaied. If ball or wall some is not available
for each Add, another activity should be planned and groups move
to weevily stations rather than eit and wait for a Mrs with the bell.



Lamm I
Scattered formation. Demonstration and explanation of the

toss-up to self. Two-hand toss with ball reaching a height of about
four feet above head. Children experiment and practice the toss
for control and proper height. Use smallest and lightest balls.

Move to wall stations. Demonstration and explanation of over-
head volley against wall. Toss up, hit to wall, and catch. Toss up,
hit to wall, and cowl,. Always start with toss-up so that the volley
can he initiated from a position at least eye high. Taking the volley
as the ball rebounds off the wall creates a poor position for the hit
and a rushed hit for beginners. Emphasize hands reach high and
jump. Start three feet from wall and aim to hit five-foot line. Those
who learn quickly can be challenged to hit the wall higher and/or
move hack to another line.

Lamm 7. 3
Repeat practice of volley. Point out to group major errors or

omissions as noticed in previous lessons. Suggested self-testing
activities:
I. Set number of times ball must successfully be hit above certain

lines from varying distances.
2. Child moves to next line when he completes challenge.
3. Have short contest for those who can complete most hits at

certain distances and heights within a set number of seconds.
4. Have separate contests for boys and girls or certain progress

groups.
5. A variety of novelty targets for walls may be employed. Con-

tinue to have the toss-up to self.

lames 4
I. Demonstration and explanation of serve. Start Ave feet from

wall, target four feet high. Serve and catch, serve and catch.
Practice with individual help.

2. Volley to partner across six -toot distance, no net. Use toss -up
and hit, catch. Increase distance for each couple as they demon-
strate the need. (As children become more proficient and hit
farther and higher, each will need more space. For the next
throe lemons the class may be divided into two groups, one
practicing what is described in I and the other as in 2.)

Lame S
I. Practice service against the wall. Set number of successful

serves at one distant* and height, then move back to next.
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2. Volley to partner at one's own distance without using toss-up,
hit, and catch (the latter for those who are ready).

LONGO

I. Serve to partner from distance of eight feet. Move progressively
back to a distance of 20 feet.

2. Volley with partner across five-foot net. For those who are not
successful, return to toss-up.

lasses 7
Teams of two on each side of the net, volley back and forth.

How long can ball continue to go back and forth? Quick contests.

Lewes
'teams of four in one line at net. Volley back and forth across

net. Contests of which group can keep it going the longest. Winners
put ball into play with a service.

Lawn 9. Introduction at Gass
Formation: Four on a team, all in one line. Suggest standing

a dotted line 6' 6" from net or on short service line of badminton
court.

Rides. Serve from right-hand corner. Rotate to the left when
team wins serve. End person goes to head of line and becomes
server. Allow only one hit per person. Allow any number of hits on
a side before ball goes over net. (Most will hit it over on one.)

Ball must land within boundary lines. (Touching net or center
line rule may be added after first day or two if it is necessary.)
Serve must go over on first try. Service line may be adjusted to
needs of team or of individuals.

Scoring. Point is scored by serving team if ball is not returned
over net or it goes out of bounds on return. A team either wins a
point or the serve.

Server always announces score before serving, 'Whig the score
of his team first.

Lawn 1
Play the game rotating teams after a certain number of minutes.

Loose 11
Volley practice or serve practice, if needed. Then play the game.

Introduce strategy of hitting ball where players are not in position.
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Lama 12. loyed MIME Teuessotest
These are suggested divisions of time. Each class will vary in the

speed with which it is ready for succeeding steps. It is important
that all students be given an adequate time to pin some proficiency
in volleying the ball before they are put into the competitive game
situation.

The emphasis is on learning the skills. There should be many
opportunities for competition in the practice situations, but care
must be taken that they are for comparable ability groups. Teams
may be divided heterogeneously or homogeneously by ability or by
size, depending on the teacher's philosophy.

Children at this age are eager to leant new skills and new games.
The confidence gained from proceeding at one's own rate of growth
and the enjoyment of playing a volleyball game modified to fit the
varying sizes and strength of the players should produce both a
desire to be skillful and a lasting interest in volleyball.
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Growing Up with Volleyball
ADA S. KENNARD

Public Schools
Detroit, Michiron

A recent meeting of high school, junior high, and elementary
school physical education teachers in our city proved to be ex-
tremely interesting and enlightening to all participants. The purpose
of the meeting was to And ways of better articulation among the
three levels in physical education. Teachers on each level were
operaiing within their own sphere of influence and were not aware
of the children's previous experiences in physical education or of
the experiences to follow.

In advising elementary school teachers on how they could better
prepare uu&nts for advanced physical education work, the sec-
ondary school teachers agreed that elementary schools could de-
velop programs where stress was placed on proficiency in many
skills, rather than concentrate on the specific skills of any one team
game. In other words, the students entering the secondary school
physical education program would have had the opportunity to de-
velop proficiency of body movement and sound knowledge of basic
skills to a point which might be called readiness for the specific
skills of team games and sports.

Bak Silk Tnikeig
As a result of this three-level meeting, much thought was given

to just how stress might be ,placed on basic skills. It was recognized
that the elementary child is at the age where he is flexible, gen-
erally loves to climb and run, and is anxious to try new ideas. He
is enthusiastic, and his boundless energy never seems satisfied.

In evaluating our program in regard to basic skills, we found
that it did not provide sufficient experience in ball-handling.

In the plan of operation, we considered the necessity of providing
the maximum amount of activity for each child. As a result, the
planning was based on this premise and activities were set up for
each child.

In deciding to stress ball-handling in our physical education pro-
gram, we realized that many games depended on the ability of the
player to throw, kick, or strike the ball. Volleyball was chosen as
the game requiring skills in ball-handling much harder to acquire
than that of bouncing or throwing a ball.
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When a small child is given a ball, his first reaction will be
to throw it. It was found that many children in a class of six-
year-olds could bounce a ball and catch it at the first attempt. but
very few could throw it up in the air and catch it before it bounced.
The tendency, especially among little girls, was to throw the ball
up and let it bounce before any attempt to catch it was made.

In our experiment, each child was given a ball of some kind
soccer, volleyball, basketball, softball, sport ball, or small rubber
ball. In providing one ball for each child, the natural instinct of
"this is mine" was satisfied. Basically, there is a great need for
early elementary children to work with a ball as much as possible.
They tend to be afraid of a moving ball, instinctively dodging or
cringing when a ball comes in their direction.

When our six- and seven-year-olds were first given balls to work
with. and in anticipation of the chaos that could result from 35
balls flying in all directions around a gymnasium, we explained
and demonstrated how to stop a ball and how to hold it quietly
while listening to directions. When children are taught correct pro-
cedures and understand the reasons for the do's and don'ts, they
are able to operate more efficiently and satisfactorily and enjoy the
experience.

In handing a ball to a small child and telling him not to touch
it but keep it beside him on the floor, we are immediately creating
an anti-impulse situation. He must be allowed to exercise this im-
pulse, but within the set limits. It helps children a great deal with
their own control if definite limits are set.

The Expeetionstel Wash Riess

Six- and seven-year-olds
I. Children were given balls and allowed to explore all ways of

throwing, catching, and rolling them individually. (Because of the
variety of sizes in balls, the children exchanged once during each
week period.) The only limit set on this activity was stopping at a
signal and holding the hall quietly while directions were given.
The task here was to help the child to grow in ability to control him-
self and the ball at a given signal and to llow each child to become
accustomed to the various sizes and shales of the balls used in the
gymnasium. The second limit that was set was the amount of space
each child could i le. He could use the ball in any way as long as
he remained within a given area and could stop at a signal.

2. Each child was asked to And out how many different things
he could do with the ball he was using. It was in this step that so
many interesting things developed. One child bounced the ball while



he was walking (basketball dribble), and another child discovered
he could bounce the ball upside downby throwing it up and
catching it. This is the beginning of the concept that the ball does
not always have to bounce on the floor. Simple problems were posed
to the children in the following fashion:

Can you roll the ball and run ahead of And stop it?
Can you roll the ball and keep it close you?
Can you bat the ball into the air and keep batting it back
into the air?
Can you throw the ball into the air and run and catch it
before it touches the ground?

3. The problems were set for two people in a similar fashion
to those for the individual.

Can you throw the ball to your partner, and can you catch
the ball and not drop it?
How many times can you throw the ball and catch the
ball?

Most six-year-olds can count well enough to match their skill
in throwing at the beginning. This is also an experience in using
numbers.

4. Several large, light-weight beach balls were introduced for
the game of keep it up. and the problem was to see how long a child
could keep the ball in the air by hitting the ball without catching it
first. This was done individuallya few children used the beach
ball while the other children worked with the regular balls.
(Balloons can he used and are not as hard to retrieve, but are
slightly impractical.)

Eight- and nine-year-olds
I. At this age level, the same skills used in the first grade were

reviewed with stress on a greater degree of accuracy.
2. A simple game of keep it up was introduced. The class was

divided into two groups facing each other. A large beach ball
was tossed to the sides alternately after a point was scored. The ob-
ject of the game was to keep it up in the air by tapping it and mov-
ing the ball over to the other team. This play continued until one
side or the other let it fall to the floor. A row of "retrievers" was
stationed outside the playing area, with the special obligation of
returning an out-of-bounds ball and placing it back in play. This
was done by tossong the ball in the air and tapping it back into the
game. This was the first attempt at the volleyball pass. A rotation
system was used to allow children to play on the outer edges as well
as in the center where the action was concentrated.



Nine- and ten-year-olds
At this age level, the technique of serving a hall was introduced

along with the experience of working in a small group of six or eight
children. Each group had a leader who acted more as a captain
and spokesman for the group than a person who was expected to
improve the performance of his group. Division into groups was
casually done. Each time groups were needed, the children quickly
divided into groups of six or eight quite easily and efficiently.
Leadership was passed around, but no child was ever forced to he
a leader if he did not want to be, just because he had not had a turn.

With the ability to work in small groups, definite volleyball
techniques were introduced. Serving was started in this way.

A net or rope was stretched across the gymnasiumor between
two jumping standards if it was an out-of-doors situationat a
height of three feet. This height was gradually increased to five
feet by the end of the unit of work on game skills. The groups
worked in pairs, one on each side of the net. On one side of the
net were placed several serving lines at varying distances from the
net. Each child could serve the ball either by throwing it or strik-
ing it with a closed hand as in the regular service of volleyball. He
also had the choice of the distance from the net he wished to use.
Control and placement of the serve was stressed in siting the
ball over the net and to the player on the opposite side, who re-
turned the ball by rolling it under the net to the next server. Squads
rotated to the serving side. Service lines could be placed on both
sides at the net, and in this way each squad practiced the serve.
It was felt some of the rules of etiquette of the game could be
established at this time.

Ten- and eleven-year-olds
The usual procedure with children of this age group is to decide

to introduce volleyball and the skills at the same time, with the hope
that a sufficient degree of skill will be developed to provide satis-
faction to the children.

ft was found that children who had been in the skill program
from the first grade were definitely superior in ball-handling skills
at this age level. Many children from other communities or from
out of town were awkward and lacked experience in this area. In
situations where it was found that there was a great spread between
the least skilled and the most highly skilled pupils, the simple skills
of ball handling were reviewed. In this situation, the highly skilled
children coached and worked with those children having a lesser
degree of skill. Because of the maturity of the sixth-grade child,
the development of proficiency was rapid and the gap lessened.

so



A method of self-evaluation was used on this ten- and eleven-year-
old level. After the review of general ball-handling techniques and
the practice of specific volleyball skills, the class was ready for
a game situation. The question became, "How can the utmost sat-
isfaction be given to every child regardless of his physical ability?'
Previous to this, many experiences had been provided for the chil-
dren in which individual differences were recognized and re-
spected. It became the accepted thing to see children who were
quick to solve the problems step over to other members of the class
who needed help and work with them, whether the problem was in
dance, movement exploration, or game skills.

Each child was asked to evaluate himself and his ability to handle
a volleyball. The criteria of evaluation were worked out by the
group sitting around the blackboard. The points were listed on the
board:

Group 1: Highly skilled. Children who hit the ball well and very
seldom missed hitting the ball.

Group 11: Moderately skilled. The children called this the
hag-and-haltchildren who missed just about as many as they
Played.

Group III: Least skilled. Children who very seldom hit the ball
and usually missed at any attempt to keep the ball in play. This
also includ children who made little attempt to get into the thick
of play.

After the discussion, the children walked to the three designated
areas and we had three games of the extremely well matched
players. If you don't believe it is difficult when you are 11 to decide
you belong in Group Ill when your best fnend is definitely in
Group Iyou don't know 11-year-old boys and girls! However,
these youngsters had no embarrassment about their skill; they ac-
cepted what each could do with respect. Group III requested a large
beach ball because they thought it would help them improve their
skill. Group I played an exciting, fast-moving game, and gradually
added such things as one-hit, three passes, and spiking.

Another procedure that proved interesting was the daily individual
evaluation. Any child could demote himself to a lower group or
move up when he felt it was helping him. The children made their
own decisions and the amazing thing about this was that each
individual change made was invariably correct.

We felt this was an extremely worthwhile project, and we have
followed this pattern sufilciendy to evaluate the work with many
children. It definitely made our games more interesting and gave
the individuals a better knowledge of skills and how to use them.

SI



skills and drills

Perfecting the Pass
ANNE tuzANTH Amon

w.icono,
1.4*d.ton. Wisconsin

Highly skilled players in any sport will attest to the fact that
continual and concentrated practice is necessary to develop and
maintain a high level of skill. Yet is it only "practice" that makes
"perfect?' Mere repetition of a skill does not ensure that it will
he mastered with greatest efficiency. Skill perfection may not result
unless the performer is assisted in diagnosing and correcting the

.ement errors which can limit the achievement of a desired level:ill and consistency.
I he volleyball chest pass is a skill that is basic to good seam playat all levels of ability. Using the pass effectively. turn players can

maneuver the hell into position for the most advantageous attack.
rather than randomly hat the hall across the net from any position.
The development of this fundamental skiff should therefore receive
primary emphasis in instructional programs' for beginners.

Traditionally, methods recommended for leaching the pose have
incorporated the use of a variety of drill formations in which the
students practice passing the boll back and forth so each other.
If students are required so practice these drills merely for certainperiod of time or with the goal of winning a relay race for cos-
tinuous poising or speed of posing it is very possible that several
different movement poems and boll arcs would be deemed accept-
able as long as the drill was completed or the relay won. In such
cases. the practice of poor o' ii.consislent performance may be
worse than no practice at all. !t is essential that the teacher select
drills which have specific goals bum: on what is known about good
performance of the pees. Practice in these drill situations wouldthe:( &mud that "hid movement be used if the .011i is to be
achieved.

To select or develop drills that will encourage rood performance
and to use them electively in teaching the pass, a teacher should
be well informed on the following points:
I. The characteristics of good performance in the peas

a. The desirable result (height and distance) of a good pass



b. The m.r ement (joint actions) employed to achieve the de-
sired sformance result

2. The metholir(and their underl) ing learning principles) by which
good performance in the pass may effectively be developed.

Geed Perfeentance r Ilse PairHetelit and Distance
Volleyball authorities generally agree that the pass should he high

and in a forward direction, permitting the receiver enough time to
get under the ball so that it can he easily handled. There is some
disagreement, however, on the exact height to which the ball should
rise in its arc. Suggested heights range from eight feet to IS feet
above the floor. The desired horizontal distance of the pass is
infrequently defined precisely, but is stated instead as the distance
required to reach the receiver.

In an attempt to define more specifically the attributes of a good
pass for college women, the University of Wiscoiain women's volley-
ball staff has reviewed the literature on volleyball, considered the
purpose and use of the pass in the game, and specified a desirable
arc of the ball by setting the height and distance to which it should
he passed. A minimum height of IS feet, suggested by Laveaga.'
was selected to avoid a Art pass, which even highly gilled payers
have difficulty in handling. For the six player game on a 30x30 -
foot half -court, a 20-foot horizontal p er- receiver distance was
chosen since it approximates the distance of the back to forward
pass. Other desirable arcs can also be specified for different age
groups. Stauff 2 has defined and used, for seventh- and eighth-grade
girls, an arc in which the vertical height is 13 feet and the passer-
receiver horizontal distance is 12 feet.

Once the height and distance goals of the pass have been dodged,
a situation can be devised in which an individual's performance is
evaluated to determine whether or not the desired arc is achieved.
A test for the volleyball pass has been developed by Liba and Stauff
to evaluate the performer's ability to pass the ball in either of the
two arcs defined above. In the testing situation for the 20-foot
pass (Figure 1). the objective is to project the ball over a rope
suspended 13 feet above the floor and into Area II on the floor
target. Since the ball is allowed to drop to the floor rather than be
contacted by a receiver 20 feet away, the desired horizontal distance
of the pass becomes 23.5 feet. Arc A in Figure I describes the

1 Laweeea, Robert E. VellevbaN. New Wort: posaid Press, IMO.
**awl. Maths's,. "flewelohishi ltMl io the VoNeY9611 Pass Throwila Cohd11110-

Mg." DGWS PoNryboll Grid.. 1991-1969. po. 29-12.
*Me. Merle S . all Soot Maroye R. "A Test for the VolleybeN Pam"

Priam* Quarter' 34: 9643; March 1963.



height and distance goals stated as the elements of good perform-
ance in the pass.

Flews I. VslIsslbs11 pas OM far Wisp weans

hilemmet Analysis
To achieve the desired height and distance gosh which willresult in a high arched pass, the performer must use her body

effectively in applying to the volleyball a certain amount of forcein a certain direction. Since the arc or trajectory of a good pass
has been defined precisely, its force and direction components can
be calculated. This pass has the following trajectory components:

Initial velocity-27.20 feet per second
Angle projection-60 degrees above the horizontal.

An angle of projeWon greeter than 60 degrees is also acceptable,but if die ball is to travel die desired horizontal distance, the initial
velocity must then be increased. The speckle joint actions employed
by the performer and the sequence and speed with which they occurwill lardetermine the initial velocity and ample at whsch dieball is

The Fvu011 pass is prformed much too rapidly for an analysis
of joint actions to be made by the naked eye. Therefore, to facilitatethis analysis, slow motion Alms were taken of two subjects as they
executed the pass. Subject A. who was judged to be a good per-
former, projected the bell in an arc very similar to Arc A InFigure I. Subject I, whose pass is described by Arc II, was con-
W



sidered to he a poor performer. The information obtained from the
films of these two subjects is presented in Table I (see p. 86).

For both subjects the major joint actions contributing force and
direction to the ball at contact were shoulder flexion. elbow exten-
sion. and wrist flexion. While the sequence in which these joints
began their force-producing actions was the same in both cases.
the angular range and speed at each of the three joints were con-
siderably greater for Subject A. Four frames have been traced from
each film to illustrate the subjects' positions prior to. during, and
following contact with the ball (Figure 2).

c A G.b Aoce.sa
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The most noticeable difference in the joint actions employed by
the two subjects appears to be present at the shoulder joint. From
a starting position with the upper arm vertical and the shoulder joint
in extension, Subject A flexed this joint through a range four times

Note: Wrist flexion ss the action whkli Wings the palm of the hand dose, to
Me forearm. In the volleyball pass. flexion briny the hand front a Ityperextended
Position to one of full extension.
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greater, up until ball contact, than did Subject B whose starting
position showed the upper arm approximately horizontal. As a
result of flexing the shoulder joint through this larger range with
greater speed, Subject A developed an angular velocity that was two
and one-half times greater than the angular velocity of Subject B's
shoulder flexion. It should be noted that, although the action at the
shoulder joint was primarily flexion, some abduction at this joint
also occurred for both subjects as the elbows remained approxi-
mately four to six inches outside the shoulders throughout the skill
performance.

Wrist action (flexion), which moved the hands in the intended
direction of he pass, began in Subject A just prior to ball contact.
Sul B's wrists were still hyperextending as the ball contacted
her hands. Since Subject A had hyperextended the wrist j..kt
further than Subject B, she therefore had the potential for a greater
range of wrist flexion and thus for the development of greater
angular velocity at the wrists.

In addition to developing greater angular at the shoulder.
elbow, and wrist joints prior to ball contact, Subject A also extended
MOM rapidly through a greater angular range at the hip, knee, and
ankle joints than did Subject 9. It is likely that some of this greater
forward and upward body momentum developed by Subject A was
transferred through her arms and contributed to the larger initial
velocity she was able to impart to the ball.

From the point at which the fingers first contacted the ball until
the ball was released, the time elapsed for Subject A was .033 sec-
onds, and for Subject B, .046 seconds. During this time, Subject A
developed a considerably greater angular velocity at the elbow and
wrist joints than did Subject B. For both subjects, however. wrist
flexion WJS occurring somewhat faster than elbow extension.
much faster than shoulder flexion.

The action of wrist flexion cannot be dissociated with that
finger extension. Althougl. enlargements of the films did not show
the position or action of the in sufficient detail to be meas

ryured, it was observed that ra Anger extension occurred in ttot:
subjects as the wrists flexed. While neither of these actions can be
said to cause the other, it is possible that the performer's attention
was on the Anger extension, and wrist flexion merely accompanied
this intended action. It can be demonstrated, by placing the wrist
in a hyperextended position with the fingers slightly flexed, that
rapid finger extension will also move the hand into line with the
forearm.

Skilled volleyball players and coaches frequently stress the im-
portance of extending the fingers rapidly and stiffening the wrists



J.41
as the hall is contacted. It is likely that the wrist flexion which was
measured in the films of Subject A and B was merely that action
which accompanied the rapid extension of the fingers as the subjects
attempted to stiffen the wrists and minimize the time during which
the fingers remained in contact with the hall. Since Subject A's
fingers remained in contact with the ball for a shorter length of
time, and since her wrist flexion occurred with greater speed dur-
ing this .033 second, it can he hypothesized that she extended her
fingers with greater speed and effectiveness than did Subject B.

In summary, Subject A's success (compared with that of Subject
B) in achieving the desirable height and distance goals for the
volleyball pass can tentatively he attributed to
t The larger angular range and speed at the shoulder, elbow, and

wrist joints prior to ball contact
2. The shorter period of time spent with fingers in contact %. ith the

ball, and the greater angular velocity developed during this time
period at the elbow and wrist joints

3. The larger angular range and speed of hip, knee, and ankle
extension which contributed to the greater upward and forward
motion of the body.

Developing Good Performassee he She Pass

Equipped with the knowledge of the characteristics of a good
passits desired height and distance goals and the joint actions
employed to achieve these goalsa teacher can now plan the learn-
ing situations for her students. In selecting the drills to be practiced,
she should be guided by the most recent concepts and principles of
learning. According to these concepts, learning occurs most effi-
ciently when the material or skill is presented in a series of logically
ordered steps leading sequentially to the desired Anal behavior. As
the student actively responds at each step in the learning sequence.
she should immediately be able to obtain information which would
indicate that the performance was successful or that an error was
made. When each student is helped to identify and correct her
errors in performance before moving on to the next step in the
learning sequence, instruction is then truly individualized.

The importance of carefully selecting and sequentially ordering
drills for the pass cannot be emphasized strongly enough. Since
the time available for basic skill instruction and practice is often at
a premium, it is essential that this time be spent purposely and
productively. Practice in each of the drills selected should provide
information for both the performer and the teacher concerning the
degree of success achieved in each trial. This information then
Se



serves as a basis for suggestions made by the teacher to help the

student improve specific aspects of her performance, such as devel-

oping greater force or controlling the vertical direction of the ball.

A series of drills is suggested here in a sequence which ...mid be

used to develop skill in the pas'.

1. Sitting on the floor, hit the ball to the height of a rope stretched

nine or ten feet above the floor. Attempt several continuous hits

to this height. (By excluding the joint actions of hip, knee, and

ankle stension, emphasis is placed on the development of
forceful shoulder flexion, elnow extension, and wrist flexion.)

2. Sitting on the floor, pass the ball over the tenfoot rope to a

sitting partner who attempts to return the pass.

3. Standing, perform repeated vertical set-ups to a height of 13

feet or better. Check ball height in relation to a rope stretched

13 feet above the floor.
4. Standing, pass a self-tossed ball over a rope stretched 13 feet

above the floor and toward a floor target 2314 feet away. To

develop greater strength in the muscle groups used in performing

the pins, practice in this situation using a soccer ball or a
basketball. (The testing situation developed by Liba and StaufT

described earlier in this article is used in this case as a drill or

practice situation.)
S. Standing, pass a self tossed ball over the 13-foot rope to a

partner standing 20 feet away. Both players stand ten feet from

the rope.
6. Standing, pass a ball tossed by a partner. Use the 13-foot rope

and a receiver 20 feet away to define the ball's arc.

7. Standing, pass back and forth over the 13-foot rope to a partner

standing 20 feet away. Do this for at Ic.m six passes.

8. Take the ropes away and practice on the volleyball court passing

the ball to a part. er in the hunt row. Recall the kinesthetic

memory of the amount and direction of force needed to pass

the in the desired arc.
The values that may be obtained by practicin tic pass in any

one of these or other drills will depend target\ upon I) the de-
mands of the drill situation (Are the goals of the drill challenging

enough to elicit good performance and skill improvement?). .0
2) the use made of the information obtained during practice con-

cerning strengths and weaknesses of each subject's performance.
Developing and perfecting a skill such as the volleyball pass there-

fore requires more than mere repetition of the skill without specific

goals toward which to strive. Instead, practice must be combined

with constant evaluation of the resulting performance in relation

to the desired gosh.
N



Developing Skill in the
Overarm Serve

INA TEMPLE
We High School

Madison, Wisconsin

Certain skills are basic to the game of volleyball and as such are
present in the repertoire of skills of players ranging from novice to
seasoned Olympic player. One of these skills is the serve. Acquir-
ing an effective serve is fundamental to developing a skillful game
of volleyball; for example, the only time a team may score points is
when that team is serving: thus the difference between wini.ing and
losing a game may well lie in the ability of the team members to
serve effectively.

Types or Serves

There are three basic types of serves: the underarm serve, the
sidearm serve, and the overarm serve.
The Underarm Serve. In this serve, the problem of contacting a
moving object in space is avoided; thus it is more easily executed.
In addition, the underarm pattern is usually more well developed
or can more easily be eeveloped in the student. Consequently, this
serve is most common., taught to beginners, for it presents a less
complex task.
The Sidearm Serve. This serve is slightly more difficult than the
underarm serve because the server is now faced with the problem
of contacting the ball while it is moving. The sidearm serve per se
is generally not taught as a specific or separate skill. A beginning
player may, however, fall into using a sidearm pattern in order to
gain more force while still maintaining a semblance of the under-
arm pattern previously learned.
The Overarm Serve. The overarm serve is the most difficui, .1 the
three serves. Here the instructor approaching the teaching of the
skill faces two major problems: al The difficulty of uon:acting a
moving object in space, and b) the inability of many girls to
execute an effective overarm pattern. Therefore, the overarm serve
is usually considered an advanced skill and is generally completely
absent from the beginner's game. In competitive volleyball, how-
ever, where players with a higher degree of skill are involved, the
overarm serve is the one most commonly used. (,,iote: The ab-

0



sence of this skill in the beginner's repertoire is probably in large
part due not to the inability of the individual to learn such a skill
but rather to the greater need for, and thus greater emphasis upon.
the practice and perfection of the simpler yet essential skills such
as the pass and the set-up.)

The Nature of the Serve
All of the foregoing serves must be projected at an upward angle

in order for the ball to pass over the net cleanly, making the serve
basically a defensive play. Since offensive maneuvers lend them-
selves better to the winning of points (and of games), it is desirable
to make the serve as "offensive" as possible. The good or offensive
serve should he one which passes over the net with a great deal of
speed and which has as flat a trajectory as possible. Strategically this
serve will minimize the time in which the opponents may position
themselves to piny the ball. In addition, a serve traveling at a fast
rate of speed mil, in general, be more difficult to play effectively
than one traveling at a slower rate.

There are inherent differences in the speed which can be devel-
oped by the different methods of serving, a result primarily of the
differences in joint actions involved in the respective patterns.
Further, differences in the relationships between the contact points
of the various serves and the height of the net produce major differ-
ences in the trajectories of the three serves. Thus, of the three basic
serves, the overarm serve best fulfills the foregoing requirements of
a fast speed and a flat trajectory. Figures I, 2, and 3 show the
trajectory of each of the three types of serves.

It is the purpose of this article therefore to discuss the following
aspects of the overarm serve: a) product aspects of the skill or the
flight of the volleyball after contact; b) process aspects of the skill
or how this trajectory is achieved; and c) methods for achieving
the desired product or skilled performance. The addition of volley-
ball to the Olympic games and the extensive use of the overarm
serve by these advanced players makes the topic of developing skill
in the overarm serve even more pertinent.

The Product Aspect of the Oversrus Serve
As stated previously, the most offensive and theref re most effec-

tive serve is one which passes close to the net and es deep into
the opponent's court. In addition, the server should attempt to
place the ball in the corners, making it even more difficult for the
receiver to make an effective play. A good serve, in terms of force,
should travel with a minimum velocity of approximately 40 feet per

11
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second; that is, it should reach the net in .75 second. Such a serve
would be projected at a vertical angle of about 23 degrees. This
vertical angle of projection assures that the ball will land deep in
the opponent's court. The trajectory of this serve is shown in
Figure 4 below. In contrast, a serve which travels at a slower rate
of speed would have a different line of flight. If the vertical angle
of projection is maintained at 23 degrees, the ball would po into the
net (Figure 5). In order that the ball clear the net, it must be
projected at a vertical angle greater than 23 degrees to compensate
for the slow r speed. This would result in the ball's falling short of
the back court area (Figure 6). The ball may, however, be
projected at a velocity greater than 44) feet per second and still
possess the charavieristics of a good serve. In this instance, the
vertical angle of projection must be reduced (i.e., smaller than 23
degrees) as the velocity is increased, in order that the ball may land
within the court (Figures 7 and 8).
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The Process Aspect of the Overarm Serve
To obtain the desired objectives in terms of the product aspect

of the serve, the proper force pattern must he developed. The
pattern used in the overarm serve is basically the same as the over-
arm softball throw, although it is les" whiplike (perhaps more like
the catcher's throw).

The desired force is achieved primarily through the effective use
of the joint actions basic to the overarm pattern. This force will be
developed if thes. ,oint actions occur in the proper sequence and
timing and move through a maximum range.
Sequence of Joint Actions. The joint actions involved in the over-
arm throw pattern in the sequence in which they should occur are
as follows: pelvic rotation, spinal rotation, medial rotation at the
shoulder, and wrist flexion. Action is initiated by the larger body
masses (i.e., in the pelvic and spinal regions). Maximum force is
then produced when the arm actions are incorporated into the
sequence (i.e., the smaller body segments). These 'effluents can
move more rapidly than the larger body masses and thus add
maximally to the desired force. In order to produce maximum
force, all of these joint actions must be occurring at the point of
contact and must be moving at their maximum speed. Thus, one
joint action does not cease when the next begins. For example, the
pelvic rotation does not stop at the onset of spinal rotation nor the
spinal rotation at the onset of shoulder medial rotation. Rather, a
kind of chain reaction is involved, with each action triggering the
next, but continuing itself until the time of contact. Further, the
arm actions must not begin simultaneously with the trunk actions or
these segments will not be moving at their Maximum speed at
contact.
Range of Joint Actionw. The range of joint actions is also of con-
siderable importance. in producing the necessary desired force. This
is clearly illustrated by the following relationship. In general,
the greater range through which the joint is moved, the greater the
resulting velocity of the joint action, the greater the speed of the
moving segment at contact, and thus the greater the force imparted
to the projected object.

To allow for maximum range of joint actions, the server's starting
position is important. To assure that pelvic and spinal rotation may
occur through an adequate range, the server should stand with her
nonserving side toward the net, weight on the back foot. So that
optimum conditions are provided for medial rotation and wrist
flexion to occur as the ball is gently tossed up by the nonhitting
hand, the hitting arm should be drawn back into-aposition similar
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to that used in the overarm throw. (Some lateral rotation at the
shoulder will occur and the wrist will drop into hyperextension.)
This position is one which will allow shoulder medial rotation and
wrist flexion to act through a maximum range. In addition, a step
forward or transfer of weight is essential for a maximum range of
joint action. This transfer of weight begins with the onset of pelvic
rotation and ends at ball contact.
Description of the Process. As the ball descends to the proper
contact height, the transfer of weight forward is initiated, the pelvis
begins to rotate forward, and spinal rotation begins shortly there-
after. Shoulder medial rotation and wrist flexion are then added
to the sequence. Pelvic and spinal rotation in themselves will move
the forward in space. However, optimum force will be
achie' c.,1 only by the addition of shoulder medial rotation and wrist
flexion. These latter two joint actions are also cis ntial for pro-
jecting the ball at a desired vertical angle.

Methods of Achieving the Defied Product
The desired product has been described primarily in terms of

force and trajectory. Once the student has developed the propel
force pattern, the problem of accuracy or horizontal placement on
the court may be considered.
Preliminary Practice with a Softball. Sinre the arm pattern used
in the overarm serve is similar to the ,oftball throw, the
throw may be used as a basic step in dt. dig force in the over-
arm serve. At this stage the instructor can uetermine whether or not
a student will be able to execute a good overarm serve. If a student
does not possess an adequate throw, it is unlikely that she will be
able to serve well using the overarm pa _ttern. Such a student will
have to concentrate her efforts on developing a good throwing
pattern or be limited to the use of the underarm or sidearm serve.

Assuming that the student is able to execute an overarm throw,
the first step in developing the force pattern would be to practice
the softball overarm throw. This can easily be done by having the
student throw against a wall from a 30-foot distance (distance from
serving line to net). The emphasis at this point should be on throw-
ing the ball with as much force as possible. A throwing velocity
of 50 feet per second should be achieved before a student moves to
the next stage of development. The velocity of the throw may be
determined by using a stopwatch to measure the time of flight from
the thrower's release until the ball hits the wall. A ball thrown with
a velocity of 50 feet per second would be in the air .6 second for
the 30-foot distance.
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North. with the Volleyball. As soon as the student is able to
throw a softball with the desired force, the problem of contacting
the volleyball should he introduced. Since the overarm serve
involves commies' WI which has been tossed into the air, the
effectiveness of the serve is somewhat dependent upon the ball toss.
Therefore, some time should be spent Is practicing the ball toss
alone. When some consistency in pod loss has been developed,
the student is ready to practice contacting the ball.

The dm step would he to have the student stand 30 feet from
the wall and serve the hell at the wall with as much force as
possible. Primary attention here should he given to reproducing
the forceful throwing movement. The student should attempt to
achieve velocity of at least 40 feet per second. The time of flight
of this ball would then he about .75 second. The velocity goal of
the serve is slightly less duo for the softball throw due partly to the
saw of the bad to the problem of contacting the tossed bell.

If student is usable to serve the baN with the desired velocity,
and was abed previously to throw the softball with the desired force,
some inadequacy in the process aspect of the skill may be the cause.
For instance. the joist action sequesor may be incorrect: the ramp
of joint action may not be maximal: or all joist actions may am be
acting at contact. Any one or all of these items will redoes the
force with which the bent contacted and projected. The problem
adobe also lie io the ball 6084 or 1.. die point of contact. Such errors
may be deteceed through close observation by the 61104111610t.

After the Modem has achieved the desired force io
emphasis should be placed on the vertical accuracy or of
prolecelon. A Ilse may be draws on the wall 7 km Ca
above the Soot to She height of the set. While

maintain ol 40 Ism per tocond, the stnileataisim=
poseactice maim. the ball so that it hies the wall Om above the nil

and.
Me. The Nine ot eight of this serve should mill be about .75 am-
end. II the time is dower thou .75 secoreid, same el die force
of the gene has bees Ian. II the bell him the well mote dum a
few bass above She met line and the vdmity of 40 km per second
has bum nasiateined. the venial eagle ed projeceie is greaser than
desired. If either se the lotegaisig sinseelons arises. the __lams slantld
madam to minim mail the desired Woe and vertical accuracy ate
atesiost

When the student is able to 00r841 the ball at the well wish the
Imbed lame and Weisolory. she practise wog on die
amt. boring snob practise the al Na move shadd be
checked pnrialleally. In this simmion student slat else be
provided with vetted target at the met. A rope mold be 111111111
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across the court a few inches above the net. This would provide a
check on the vertical accuracy of the served hall. The objective of
the student would then be to serve the ball so that it passes over the
n et and under the rope while maintaining a velocity of at least
40 feet per second.
Methods o/ AchWvioR Horizontal Accuracy. With the force pat-
tern of the overarm serve thus developed, the student can then
practice placing the ball in the back corners of the opponent's court.
Lines could be drawn on the court to give the server a target area
at which to aim.

ly use of the foregoing practice situations, the student is pro-
vided with a Wilcol progression (or the development of the overarm
WM.
Methods u/ Evaluation. Evaluation procedures may be used at any
or all stages of development of the overarm serve. Records of
velocities may be kept in the earliest steps in the progression as well
as when the student has practiced on the court. Scores of the
vertical accuracy can be recorded while the student is still serving
spinet the wall. In addition so using the net line, lines may he
drawn at one-foot intervals above and Wow the net line and a score
value missed to sack of the resulting areas.

The use of such ablative measures during the developmental
stages of the serve, as well as when the Reel goal in overarm serving
has been eecomplished, provides the student with speak atomisa-
tion as to the efiectiveuess of her performance. This immediate lad
precise feedback provides the student with the necessary adorns.-
dos upon which to base her ant performancea principle which
is bask to al Ade* leasing situations. This information may
leo be used by the aerator for diagnostic that is, a

lack of achieves's* in the product aspect of skill felled' and
indicates an inade in the process aspect. Thin, the teacher is
provided with as ob a means for making helpful suggestion to
the Misdeal.
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Strengthen That Defense
SHARON PETERSON
Lakewood High School
Long teach. Cal;forn;a

The 1964 Tokyo Olympics brought about a new emphasis to our
game el volleyballdefense. Physical educators. coaches, and
players alike have recognized the importance of defense plays in
building a strong team whether it be at the high school, college.
or international level.

A defensive team is the team that is not in possession or control
of the ball. Defense usually consists of a block, which is a play
in which two players attempt to intercept a hard-driven ball at the
point where it crosses the net, and backcourt play, the object of
which is to attempt to recover any hall that gets by the block.

11 led**
Although blocking is not the most suiting skill in volleyball, it

is or' of the most important ones; it is the base upon which defen-
sive lady is built. Mastery of this skill requires cooperation and
effort from aN players along with a great deal of practice.

The starting position for blocking is approximately two feet from
the net. When die players are in their starting positions, their
eyes are focused on the NW .end the setter. As the setter sets the
ball, the block is formed directly in front of the ball with each
player taking one -half of the basal. To position themselves correctly,
the blockers use a sidestep lateral movement. When foisting a block,
one of the players must assume the Ant blocking position which is
cal' .61 setting the block. This initial positioning creates a Make
spot to which she second player must move. The general rule for
wring the block is that the player nearer the spot where the set
bad is descending will usuaNy set it. If the set is near the comer of
the court then the end player will set the block. If the end player
does not set the block in the correct position the censer forward
will still move to the end Beyer so form a solid block. It is better
so have a solid block which is not positioned correctly than so have
a hole in the block. If the set is is toward the 'middle of the court,
the center forward will set the block and the end player will move
to her.

Is blocking, it is important so stress that the players get into their
quickly as possible, shoulders slightly touching, before

r::: tags
as

up to block. The players should form a solid wall with their



hands. The outside player's hands should be turned in slightly.
Good rinsing is essential when blocking. PIOckers should execute
their jumps as the Spiker is about to contact the hall.

Illetidas DIM
1. Players line up on both sides of the net, each player standing

opposite another player. Their position is about two feet from
the net. The players are facing each other. On a command
from the instructor, the players jump up and touch fingers above
the net. Repeat 10 to 15 times.

2. Players line up on the side line (use both sides of the court)
facing the net. On command, one player from each side of the
court steps up and stands in the left front position. In this
position, the player jumps up for a block. As soon as she
comes down, she runs to the center position to block, then to
the right front position to block (Figure I ), As soon as the
player blocks in the center front position, the next player in line
begins the blocking series. In this drill it is important to stress
quickness in assuming the blocking position and then jumping
straight up and coming straight down. With beginners, there is
a tendency to jump up while still moving sideways along the net.

Ripen 1. 11161a. bIM

A more advanced variation of this drill is to have two players
on each side going through the drill at the same time. In this
drill. the first player to reach the blocking area visits momen-
tarily until the second player reaches her then they jump up
together.
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3. In this drill, two lines of spikers and one setter are on one side
of the net. Three blockers are in their starting positions on the
other side. Setter either sets forward or hacksets. Blockers must
position themselves and go up for a block. Blocker in center
front position moves to her right or her left, depending upon
the direction of the set I Figure 2).
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llackeenet Play

Starting Position. Good defense necessitates teamwork, for each
player is responsible for a detignated area of the court. I f one
player is out of position the defense is weakened.

When a team is put on defense, the players immediately go to
their starting positions (Figure 3). The reasons for going to these
designated spots are that this strategy I) prevents players from
**planting" themselves in the middle of the court, 2) limits the
player to just one direction in which she must moveforward,
and 3) gives players space to start their initial defensive movement.
These starting positions are to be taken each time the team is put
on defense. A team may take these positions three or four times
in one rally. Theoretically, if all players are in their correct posi-
tions and are mentally and physically alert they should be able to
recover every spike.
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Analysing the Plays. After a defensive player is in her starting
position, she must then start analyzing the play. For a front row
Player. this includes watching the setter, the set, and the spiker's
approach to the ball. If the set is close to the net and the spiker has
a good approach, the two front row players nearest the ball come
together to form a block. The third player drops back from the
net to play a backcourt position (Figure 4). If, on the other hand,
the set is back from the net or the %piker cannot position herself
correctly to hit the ball down, the front row players should give a
"no" call, meaning that they will not block. In this situation, the
left and right forwards move approximately ten feet back from the
net to the side line to help recover the ball. The center forward
stays up close to the net with her side to it ready to set the ball
if it is recovered.

Play analysis for a back row player includes watching the setter,
the set, and the spiker's approach, but also includes watching the
block. The backcourt players watch the block because they are
responsible for any area that the block does not cover. While the
backcourt players are analyzing the play they are at the same time
starting their momentum by creeping forward. When a player is
creeping in fro/n her starting position she is slightly crouched, weight
is on the balls of her feet, arms away from body approximately face
level, eyes concentrated on the spiker and the ball while she takes
small steps in the direction shown in Figure 4. A defensive player
must continue to creep until the ball is contacted by the spiker.
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Then and only then does she move quickly to recover the ball.
In a "no block" situation, the center back player moves in about six
feet from the end line.
The Dig. To "dig" a ball means to recover a hard-driven spike.
The most popular means of digging a ball is to use the forearm
bounce technique. In this technique, the player clasps her hands
together rotating her elbows inwardly but keeping her arms away
from her body. The ball should contact the forearm area and not
the player's hands for the hand area does not present a flat surface.

The ideal situation when digging 7 ball is to keep the ball on
the same side of the net so t'at a teammate can set the ball up for a
spike, thus putting her team in an offensive position. If the dig
bounces over the net, the team is still in a defensive position and will
have to assume their starting positions once again.

With this objective in mind the player must soften the hit by not
giving the ball any impetus hut merely by letting the ball contact the
forearm area. This means that the player cannot be running into
the ball as she is digging it. Because of the speed that the spiked ball
is traveling, the ball will easily rebound off the player's arms high
into the air. With added body motion on a hard spike the ball will
either rebound back over the net or hit the ceiling.

As mentioned previously, the forearm bounce technique is the
most popular one used to recover a spike. This has been a recent
transition from the conventional method of the two -hand chest dig.
Some reasons for the change in method are that 1) player con-
tacts the ball lower which gives her more time to react to the spike;
2) player has greater range, for she can easily play balls to her
side without the necessity of having her body behind the ball; 3)
player has less chance of finger injury; and 4) the ball generally
rebounds up into the air more easily with this technique.

Defrauds,* Drills
1. Divide class into small groups. Have one girl hit the ball to a

line of about live girls who are standing side by side. The girls
try to retroee the ball in a controlled manner either with the
chest pass or forearm bounce technique.

2. Place a table next to the net near the corner of the court. In-
structor stands on the table and hits the ball to the different
areas of the court. The instructor should throw the ball up
about two feet in the air. As the instructor starts to throw the
ball up, the player; begin creeping forward from their starting
positions to try to dig the ball. The two players who are in the
blocking positions remain close to the net but do not block.
The players rotate around to the different positions.
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Volleyball A New Approach
JANE WARD

Valley KO School
Santa Ana, California

There are many fundamental skills required to play the game of
volleyball effectively. However, the most important one that must
be learned, practiced, and understood is that of correct body posi
tioning. Before a student can successfully master any of the funda-
mental techniques of the game, she must learn the basic rule of
body positioning. To hit the ball properly using a two-hand pass.
a one- or two-hand underhand "dig,' an overhead serve, or the
advanced skill of spiking, the ball must be in front of the body, and
the body must face the direction of the intended ball fight. Once
this basic fundamental is learned, the student will progress to
advanced techniques more readily, and with a greater degree of
success than ever before.

One of the finest aids that I have found fo, teaching fundamental
and advanced skills of volleyball is the wall in the gymnasium.
If a gym wall is not available, tennis backboards, handball courts,
or even a smooth surface of an outside building wall could be used.
The advantage is that the ball always returns to the person exactly
as she hits it. If it is hit too hard, it is returned too hard and the
student is unable to play it again. With repeated touches on the
ball, the student soon learns precisely the strength of the touch
needed to hit a ball, so it will be replayable to her on a successive
number of touches. By decreasing and increasing the distance from
the wall, the student feels kinesthetically the amount of force neces-
sary to propel the ball that distance 25 to 50 times in succession.
It is also important, in order to learn the concept for the "feel" of
distance and force, that the student be allowed the movement of one
foot, forward and back.

Body Papideshe
The most important single fundamental in learning the game of

volleyball is body positioning. The wall drill described above is
useful in teaching the students the correct position of the body.
It can also be used to teach the set, the one- or two-hand uoderhand
dig, and the overhead bump. In order for the ball to be passed many
times in succession, it must be contacted in front of the body, not
over :he head as many beginners try to do. The same rule awlies
to the dig and the bump. The ball must be in front of the body in
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order to rebound with any accurate direction. Using the wall to
represent the net, it is possible to illustrate the concept of body
positioning, and to teach and drill on the theory that the ball must
be between the person's hot), and the net to be hit properly.

Wall Drills for the Two-Haad Pass
1 Stand about four feet from the wall. Position one foot in front

of the other and allow only the front foot to move. The hall
must rebound at least six feet high on the wall, 25 to 50 times
in succession.

2. Increase the distance from the wall to about six feet. At this
distance the ball should rebound at least eight feet in height, for
the same number of successive hits.

3. A more advanced drill to teach hody positioning is the corner
wall dril.. The student passes the ball against one wall, then
positions herself behind the ball with her feet and body now
facing the wall to her right. She then contacts the ball with the
body already turned and passes it against the corner wall which
she is now facing. On the next pass, she must turn her body
back to the left, facing the wall from which she originally
started the drill. This will teach her to get her body behind
the ball in order to control it. The ball must be hit at least
15 feet in the air to give the student a chance to make the
correct turn.

Advanced Group Dell for Two4food Pass

I. Divide the students into groups of four anl form them into
squares. The ball should be passed first in a clockwise and then
in a counterclockwise direction. This offers the same drill for
hody positioning as the corner wall drill. For this drill to be
effective, the girl receiving the pass must be behind the ball,
facing in the direction of her intended pass. The ball must be
passed high to give the student time to make the turn. It is
important to teach the student that she does not face the person
passing the ball to her but must move to the ball so that her side
faces the person passing the ball. The ball must cross in front
of her body before contact as she faces the direction of her pass.

Had and Wrist Control
Contrary to many accepted theories, I feel the "fingertip" control

should not involve the use of the actual tips of the fingers but
rather the use of the broad area between the second knuckle joint
and the tips of the fingers.
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The development of hand and wrist action is very important in
teaching proper control of the hall. Many instructors are now be-
ginning to advocate fingertips to pass the ball. This is adequate
until students begin to experience the hard, fast overhand serve
or spike, and then they become afraid of hurting their fingers.
There are two problems involved in receiving this serve with too
much fingertip emphasis. First, the ball usually is contacted too
high above the head. Second. as it contacts the fingertips, the area
to support the impact of the hall is insufficient and the hall flips
off the fingers in a backward direction. causing it to go out of the
court. The most important aspect of receiving the service is receiving
the hall just in front of the eyes. so that the ball and the hack of
the hands are seen upon contact. Practice in contacting the ball on
the second knuckle joint of the hand with stiff fingers will give a
stronger and larger area of contact and will also give a more secure
feeling of putting the hands up to receive a hard serve.

Wall Drills for Hood sod Wrist Streailbealai
I. Stand close to the wall, about three to four feet away. Pass the

ball rapidly using only wrist action, and contact the ball using
the surface of the fingers from the second knuckle joint to the
ends of the fingers. Do not emphasize height, just rapid wrist
motion. Increase the distance to six feet.

2. Stand two to four feet from the wall. Use only wrists to pass
the ball, no arm push. Work on passing the ball to a height
of eight feet or more. Use the broad area of the fingers.

Reseda/ to Faster MI Fliglits
As skill increases and the game of volleyball progresses, the ball

will travel at faster and faster speeds. The student must be pre-
pared to handle a ball traveling at faster rates of speed.

Again the basic problem is getting the student to move her feet
to the ball, so that at contact her body is behind the ball facing the
direction of the intended pass, and the hall is in front of her eyes.

Wall Drill for Faster liall Flights
I. Hit the ball against the wall using an overhead serve motion.

Stand about six feet from the wall. Practice receiving the ball
as it rebounds from the wall, trying to pass the ball above a line
drawn on the wall at a height of ten feet. As proficiency
increases, the ball should be hit harder and served lower on the
wall, so that the rebound necessitates bending the knees to con-
tact the ball in front of the eyes. Practice in receiving this hard
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serve against the wan by returning the ball with a two-hand
underhand dig is also possible.

Group Drills for Faster OA Flights
I. Form groups of four to six players standing side by side with

a leader approximately eight to ten feet in front. The leader
begins by throwing the ball in a downward flight to each girl,
providing practice in passing a ball with more velocity. If the
ball does not reach the student so that she is able to contact it in
front of her eyes, she must move her feet to the ball to make
the correct contact.

2. If the leader can control the ball. she may increase the swiftness
of the ball by using the overhead serve or spiking action, as she
hits the ball to each girl. If she hits the ball too hard, she may
have to increase the distance from them.

3. Using the same overhead serve action, this drill may be used to
teach the bump or dig in response to a swift ball. It is important
to know how to control the dig against the wall, and how to
position the body correctly before undertaking this drill.

4. Use groups of six with each person facing the net. The leader
stands on a chair on the opposite side of the net and throws the
ball in a downward 'don over the net. Practice consists of
passing the ball high in the air to the center of the court using
the two-handed pass. The two-hand underhand dig can also be
practiced in this way. To increase the velocity of the ball, the
leader can hit the hall over the net using the overhead serve, or
spiking motion.

The drills and techniques described above can be varied to meet
your own individual needs and facilities. The important factor is
an understanding of correct body positioning. Players must be
taught to stay behind the ball so that they can see the ball and the
court. The ball can then be hit successfully in the direct: I., r.:;.1...ed.
As the skill level increases and more advanced skills are I. caned,
volleyball becomes a truly exciting game.
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The ServeAn Advanced Skill
JO ME ZUCKERMAN

Los Angeles Harbor College
Los Angeles, Celforme

A volleyball player has four basic serves from which to select the
one she will use. The most elementary, or kinesthetically the least
complex, is the underhand serve. The second is the overhand serve.
which is more powerful, but allows greater possibility for error.
The sidearm serve is rarely used and is not recommended for
instructional purposes. The fourth choice is the roundhouse serve.
This serve gained its popularity due to its use by the highly suc-
cessful Japanese women who were 1964 Olympic Games champions.

The roundhouse serve is executed by the player who addresses
the court with her side to the net, rather than facing the net as with
the other serves. For a right-handed player, the left arm is extended
(easy elbow) perpendicular to the net and the hall is held at
approximately shoulder height. The weight is on the right or back
foot with the knees slightly bent; the right arm is down with the
open hand turned outward. As the ball is tossed upward by the left
arm flexing slightly, the right arm raises upward to execute an arc,
contacting the ball slightly in front of the face, overhead. The ball
toss goes 18 to 24 inches overhead. The right arm then follows
through with the body swiveling to face the court. The advantage
of this serve is its speed (power, and its topspin, which make it
difficult to pass. The placement of the serve is determined by the
body's swivel as well as where the right hand contacts the ball.
The ball toss is also important in placement and should be practiced.

Regardless of which of the four basic serves a player uses, it is
possible to vary the flight of the ball to get action on the serve.
A wiggle (side-to-side sway in the flight of the ball) is called a float.
It is also possible to get a ball to curve to one side or the other
and/or to drop. This is done by using the air valve when contacting
the ball. To obtain this type of ball flight, it is recommended that
the individual player experiment for her own ball toss to determine
the point of contact, either right on or above the valve.

Coach*, Mb
A most important aspect of a player's serve is accuracy. It is very

good to be able to execute the various types of serves and to be able
to get action on the ball, but in the final analysis the most important
thing is that the player be able to depend upon her serve to do what
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Several volleyball skis, which can self -smog or teacher-
administered sod which ,rc suitable to use gni* the chart are
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A 15.-ft. wall line caw M seed.) ambled* sow the over-
head volley with seifseis. loses is toe ....wiser famorwrive
volleys this reach the 1141. height firdure maids Ni. h desig-

height serotiosess the Mid. sad -lasidiog." -pueblos."
a body lad, or soy odor ear foul also essmisistes the trial.
Folly trials are gives. and die wore s the cent al four frisk.'
Twiny bits iitoold be coosidend a iisolsowso ler ins trial sod
it is otos (or a slayer to cosiesse the trial is caste of
20 bits ISO poises).

WIN valley. A 2-in. boo 7 ft 411 in. high and 10 ft. will is
*sew ow She welt A 10-h. newsisisollise it gimeed S N. frost
die war. The sublime Woo dos MO avows duo war sod =
to valley its boll holly es se shove Ilbwrendl Soo odoits
sag the otstrainiits Nos. Ooly hits mob front a If-
kerodsd boll are osoobot lbw owe Hist. toot issosbor 4 bits
arced is *tee 21 est trite

IWarantl FINN erns.' Tts 611 smith of earelen die WI with a
s e 1Ms i s a n d v a l l e y * sew s rope sod moo Oa wow 410 ft by
2 t as ohms is Rom 2.

NMI

los T .144E" 511iFis I sit id
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In the revisal test a 941. rope has been :Wow AM Mc wormer
for height is as follows:

4 polies rawest for ball passime over 13.11. raw
3 pair.* Brutal for ball between 1141. wed 1144 eves
2 "Weer sewed for ball *sweet. 9-fi. mu I I-ft now..
I part wand Jr.., AO ark, 94f ropy
The to.- were for awe trial is she eniostwr ew.aseweein pasai

Moo she floor largest airbisibed by dor hay& wore. A po-
ka score Ear ens trial would he d 0111101 4 1111 lbw 'Pie&
coststitisse the total test 1320 possible Imbue).

Serve idarrowsw Divide the smart iato sit wan" 4111Ikb AMMO
in Nem 3. Each area is sessmetered.

4 S 6

rlpw 3. `go he awe pplessearr

The server serves bet se area I. Own So awn - oaf se hob
basil area I, bewares the W.I. floe jtesmewhays ampwled
a total of awls hawk ern so wish or dame awe. Oft Imo
is awarded lobed a legeSby served baN kin antra ma r wo
bordering dry awed apse 1I2 oselodde merne

Steve wimpy aid ask al poolroom. 1111 Ameala 4,11 to se
Croce At well, a Flaw serves to die wall 41111na 7 46 4 hew
sad Ilse id is tweed trees hand comae Ito was esmerv4
weN is *aid less three areas by ammaidessio 441111111Nol
as Ike Mall al aslanatis a I I ff. Hard t3 fms Oa lbw
Area I Is en span Whom lie 7-0. Sire No ado /Shp t 401. Noe.
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is the space above the 13-ft. line. Balls hitting the wall under
area I are discounted, and a score of zero is recorded for that
trial. Balk landing on either the 7-ft. 11-in. line or the 11-ft. line
are scored as area 1, and the balls landing on the 13-ft. line are
scored as area 2. Ten serves are taken and the area and time for
each serve are recorded. Points are than awarded for each serve
And accumulated accordimply (I10 possible points). Figure 4
contains the appropriate point values for all serves. Points were
assigned on the basis of three factorsvelocity, angle of pro-
jection, and landing point. The serve with the greatest velocity,
lowest angle of projection and a landing point within and in
the back portion of the court received the greatest number of
points.
Many other tests of skill may be included in a chart. For ex-

ample, if the spike has been taught, spiking accuracy and spiking
form could be included. The face of an araery target could be
plowed in a strategic spiking area such as the left beck corner. Ten
*ibis may be attempted from the center front position, scoring the
pid-5, red-4, blue-3, black-2, and whiteI. To obtain
force measures, the distance and time in flight for each ball hit
would have to be determined. Tables for velocity could then be
used. assigning a greater number of points for more powerful
spikes with downwardpoasrs of ion than for the less power-
ful bits projected at positive an . Experimentation with the dig
pen (bounce pees) used as a wall volley tert might also prove
worthwhile as a part of a skills chart.

ilena Alte 1 AU* 2 AU* 3

.011- .69 6 poises 6 points points

.711- .19 prams 4 OMB 4 points

.91.09 3 pion 6 plots 5 points
1.10-1.29 3 points 3 Oats Outs
1.30-1.49 2 points 2 points 2 peak
1.30 & up I point 1 point 3 points

Nom 4. Min selves ler sem vslesIsp sad um* a/ peeks '
I Usiderhand servo ~Ned.
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A skills chart can serve many purposes. When used iliewsndesest a
course. the chart is a very helpful tool for aestivating sasiesta to
utilise the time before and after class to test duamselies and *Mr
daemon in she various skills. Usiu the chart to leastice indi-
vidually-diagnosed weaknesses during ten or Na es mires of elms
time will undoubtedly result in more nwaniegiel. self-diaseted pre-
lice d skills than the same time vim in traditionally conductor*
practise periods in which everyone practices the sanuilskills aft
the Washer damming the drills and skills at set time iiillimievals. Id
court glace is net sufficient, the fringe area. .say be utilised liar
prov ien. vetted's* practice in many et the skills included on do
churl. The cheat may be used solely as a self-Noting metivatises0
device, or it may be used as objective evidence of alleinmaist in
order te partially determine ...des.
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Siolt-Teseing with Mope and 1111trIng

101103040. LEE SELL
Los Angeles 5ete College

Los Angetes Cal;fornia

Witt teacher time at a premium in large physical education
classes. it becomes important to provide practice Arnim which
will or the student in judging her aril skill performance. Self-testing practice situations provide oppeasenities which smite lou-den' in mote progress in the developer. of certain pennon skills.
Those a personal record of perforamoce in these pow lee situa-tions. consistent errors as well as improvement May be retold. Scan-
ning She personal records will aid the seseher iw determiner where
her aosissance is most necessary.

The hdlowing self- testing situations for basic volleyball skills can
accommodate large classes, rewire a minimum et extra laniiinmst
and can se set up quickly by the teacher or by rodent Moder.
empirral in each situations is on the height at which the roll should
travel as well as the placement of the ball.

The Poo
The purpose of the pass is to let the ball in so a teammate. Tie

pass shoold travel a horieontal distance of 14 m 17 feet and be highenough to enable a receiver to on under the MN. A height of 11.5
feet is secommoried. To ensue many studemes to practise tin geesat the same time, a light -wails rope or heavy string may he
stretched across the gymnasium or outdoor phrying SIM at theheight of 11.5 feet. It is ohms convener to enrich the rape orstring keen one basketball biseitheard to anoliser. A line abooll he
drawn on the floor parallel to time rope at a diammice of fish art.
This will be referred to as the passing Me. Tiro mere lines sieseild
be drawn on the other side of the rope, proilel ibe pereng line,
at distances of 14 and 17 feet hear it (Fiume I V

The passer, seeding on the mono Noe. alsond ens the bell to
herself and pass a oar the rope or amity or rho M hone brofeen
the Ines on the epposiee side. The own rites esfetoor willenable the student to see hoer accurate Ina pees s lihr may sewed
cosh trial, indicating the height of floe moo osotor or under do
stria. and the diatoms it traveled *dew of on reget, on thetarps, or on the Ow sile of the larger` Mono* ooltitsving pm&cisme in the pmr from a aillmes mob "'grew to gmeine a hell
witiesdies been pared to them by a dismarte.
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The Olessive Volley

The purpose of the volley is to return the ball over the net so that
it is difficult for the opponents to return it. The volley should
travel close to the net, and land deep in the opponent's court.

A string should be stretched parallel to the net and two feet above
it. Lines should he drawn on the court, parallel to the net, at S-foot
intervals. The areas between the lines should be lettered or num-
bered for recording purposes (Figure 2).

The student stands close to the net opposite the target area. She
should toss the ball to herself and volley it in such a way that it
passes under the string and lands in the area closest to the end line
of the opposite court. She may record each trial, indicating the
height of the volley at the net (under or over the string) and the
distance the ball traveled, by the number se letter of the area in
which it landed. Students may progress to volleying a ball which
has been passed to them by a teammate.

As the student becomes proficient in volleying the ball to the
rear of the opponent's court, she may practice right and left place-
ment of the volley. This may be accomplished by drawing lines at
5-foot intervals perpendicular to those already on the court and
numbering the resulting zones (Figure 3). The student should
indicate the number of the zone for which she is aiming on the
record and record each trial in terms of height and placement. In
this way the same court markings can be used for varying placement
practices simply by choosing another zone as the target.

The Sane

The purpose of the serve is to initiate play and to project the
ball over the net in such a way that it is difficult for the opponents
to return. A serve should pass close to the net and land deep in the
opponent's court. The serve self-testing situation is the same as that
described for the volley, with initial practice designed for attainment
of proficiency in the height of the serve and distance from the net,
and with subsequent practice in right and left placement as well as
height and distance from the net.

11111e Spike

The purpose of the spike is to hit the ball over the net at a down-
ward angle so that it lands deep in the nt's court. Because
the ball must be contacted above net hei the jumping ability of
the student should be considered before teaching this advanced skill.
A line should be drawn on the wall at net height. The student
1$



should stand with her side to the wall with a piece of chalk in the
preferred hand, then jump and reach, marking the high point of the
reach on the wall. Those students who have the ability to jump
and reach above the height of the net should he selected for practice
in the spike.

The self-testing practice situateri for the spike utilizes the targets
described for the offensive vela" with initial practice in placement
from the net (Figure 2). Subsequent practice should include right
and left placement (Figure 3). If additional volleyball standards
are available, they may be set sr 10 feet from the net on the target
side of the net. A string should be stretched between them at net
height (Figure 4). The spiked hall should pass under the string.
If this device is used to measure the eagle of projection, the student
should record the height of the spike (over or under the string) as
well as placement for each trial.

The Tip
The purpose of the tip O to mere the ball over the net so that

it lands close to the net on the ',potent's court. The ball should
be hit or tappei so that it treed' at a downward angle. Tipping
may be practiced initially from a toss to self and later from a pass.
The student should stand close to the net, tip the hall while it is
above net height. and direct it Inward a target on the ..pposing court.
The target which has been described 1. volleying practice may be
used for tipping (Figure 2). The area closest to the net will be
the target. Students should mood the eember of the area in which
the ball lands. As students become preleient ieapping the ball into
the area closest to the net, they may sectice sight and left place-
ment of the tip. Again, the tepee deearibei her use in the volley
may be used for this practice (Rome 3). The areas closest to the
net should be chosen as The student should record the
letter of the area chosen arCiLmeget sad record the actual place-
ment of the ball for each trial.

The Sel-ap le Mt
The purpose of the set-up so meth is to set Ohe ball straight up so

that it can be played again relle. Although this skill is not used
in the official game of volleyball. t may be mad by beginners in the
modified game. It is easier for beginners to awatrol the placement
of a pass or offensive volley if it 0 preceded Ow the set-up to self.
The set-up should travel straight op and reach minimum height of
10 feet. A practice situation map be devised by using the rope or
string stretched across the playlet area at the height of 11.5 feet

111
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recommended for the pass. Circles with a 21/2-foot radius should be
drawn on the floor (Figure 5).

The student should stand in the circle, toss the ball to herself,then set it up in such a way that the high point of the set up is above
the rope or string and the descending ball lands in the circle. Eachtrial may be recorded in terms of height (above or below the string)
and direction (in or out of the circle).

When students become proficient in setting the ball up from aself-toss they may progress to a similar situation in which the circle
is drawn at a distance of six feet from a wall or backboard. The
student should stand on the circle, toss the ball against the wall
with an underhand toss, and set the ball up as it rebounds.

Adndsdalireflas

Methods of class organization for self-testing in volleyball will
vary according to the facilities available and the number of studentsin the class. With self-testing practice situations all of the studentscan be active most of the time practicing, retrieving balls, orrecording scores. Each student should have her own score card
designed according to the number and types of self-testing situations
to be included in the volleyball unit. Instruaions for the recordingof practice trials should be given along with the instructions for
self-testing. Students should be made aware of the importance of
recording all trials to insure a true picture of their skill improvement.

The self-testing situations which have been described utilize onlytwo basic physical set-ups which can be used for practice from
elementary volleyball skills to advanced skills. Students of any ageenjoy self-testing, and the element of competition exists throughout
the volleyball unit.
120



Wo II-Volley Skill Tests

CHARLOTTE WEST
Southern Illinois University

Carbon& Ir; Illinois

As early as the 1930's, physical educators were attempting to
devise skill tests in volleyball. A number of good test batteries were
constructed with adequate statistical analyses. These tests, how-
ever, need to be re-evaluated with respect to the current game of
volleyball. In addition, measurement in most sports skills has
improved due to the refinement of measuring instruments, greater
knowledge of the use of statistical tools, and pertinent research
related to sports such as volleyball. This information should enable
the physical educator to select and modify the most appropriate
tests for specific situations, whether they are to be used as practice
devices, classification devices, or final estimates of an individual's
ability to perform the skills in the game of volleyball.

The wall-volley test, one of the most popular of the volleyball skill
tests, can serve many purposes. It can be used at the beginning of
a unit to classify students into homogeneous teaching groups. The
test can also be used as a final evaluation of general volleyball
playing ability to supplement measures of such specific skills as the
spike, pass or serve, as well as the teacher's ratings of ability. If
the test is given at the beginning and at the end of the unit, scores
can provide a basis for evaluating improvement. Skill tests such as
the wall volley can be extremely useful aids in motivating improved
performance.

The wall-volley test is also an excellent practice device. Brady,1
in studying two comparable skill groups of males, found that the
group that practiced the wall volley won more games, were better
players, and scored higher on the final test than those who had
not used the test as a practice device. The test requires active
concentration on the flight of the ball, constant adjustment of body
position in receiving the ball, and accuracy in sending the ball to
the wall. These are all desired actions in actual play. Wall-volley
practice can also aid in developing and maintaining strength in the
fingers and arms, which will eventually lead to better long passes.
Progress can be witnessed within the first few trials of the test.

t ars*, George F. Profbaleary I. iodate of Volilyboll P1sylea AbIlky."
Research Ovarsoly IS: 14-11: March 1545.
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Writ 2 found that 50 percent of the subjects scored highest on the
last trial of a three -trial test with a three-foot restraining line and
47 percent scored highest on the third trial when using a seven-foot
restraining hne. Sixty-six percent scored better on the last of two
trials with no restraining line. Such knowledge of improvement
facilitates learning.

The chart below pertinent facts on several wall-volley tests.
Some *cuing res are common to most tests and some are
unique to a specific lest.
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distance for the restraining line, it is wise to use the permanent lines.
Too many lines within one or two feet are confusing to the subjects.

Some authors recommend a tin strip or some material which will
audibly announce a line hit. This is another aid in improving
objectivity if the %elected material will not deflect the ball from its
natural flight.

All subjects should be tested by synchronized watches or by the
same watch. If several stations are used, a well trained central
timer can be employed. This person can start and terminate all
trials with a loud. clear signal.

If scores are compared, all subjects should take the test from the
same unobstructed wall surface. since some are more resilient than
others.

Good repletion halls which are inflated properly should he used.
Additional balls should be available to the person being tested. These
should be placed fairly close by in a designated place. Having the
subject chase a boll or deducting hits for losing control of a ball
appears to overpenalate. The penalty of lost time in securing a
new ball and placing it in play is sufficient.

Administrotion nod scoriae. Scorers should be well-trained in call-
ing fouls such as "lifting." "pushing." and "holding."

If a restraining line is used, someone should specifics:4 watch
for line violations and call "line" to inform the subject and the
scorer of each foul.

The scorer can easily serve as a recorder. Having two or more
scorers recording independently improves the objectivity of the test.

Several testing stations can be working at one time. Part of
the test's popularity is due to its economy of time. Ladner' tested
35 to 40 students in about a IS-minute period.

A toss should start the ball in pay to begin a trial or following
loss of a ball. This tom does not count as a volley. For a hit
counted. the ball must be volleyed after the stillestt recei, rile
ball from the surface of the wall.

Any hit made while on or over the restraining line is not counted.
It should be considered a foul if a player sets up the ball to herself

or commits a body foul.

Comments. Three trials seem to be sufficient to acceptable
reliability for most age and skill groups. It is advantageous to test
all subjects on several days to consider diurnal variations in
performance.

'Ladner, Jane. -Volleyball Wall Volley Skill Test." Penn Merited at the
Southern District Association of Health. Physical Education, and Recreation Con-
vention. 1111losi. Miss.. 1954.
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Trials exceeding 30 seconds in length are extremely taupe
most women players. Exceptionally highly skilled player% caw
longer, however.

There is some advantage for taller subjects if a limerie.
straining line is used with a 7 foot 6 inch wall line. lain , ersostx, .
correlation of .41 between height and wall-volley test oases ss-lt
skill was held constant. To negate this advantage, tls isesseessi"

lines should be set farther hack or the wall line should Ins tpAlle
For beginning or poorly skilled players, this hear fit. te.

appears negligible. Beginning players need no restraisomic kali
skill improves considerably. When beginners and pow. I, die. 1

players were moved back to seven feet, close to - .c.1

zero for three 15-second trials. A similar number lasso 4Ie

when the wall line was raised and the restraining line vasamsbr. c11.

For better distribution of scores and greater discriminamm beiwieen
subjects, a 7 foot 6 inch wall line and no restraining Nit carom-
mended. As skill improves, the wall line should be rams Mr the
restraining line extended until a maximum of 7 feet Is reached.
Use of a seven-foot restraining line is a good test for insansediate
and skilled players. If drilling or testing is for high sets or passes, a
10-foot high wall line reduced in width to Ave feet serves as an
excellent measure.

Incorporating these suggestions for the wall volley tests into the
appraisal of volleying playing ability should result in more accurate
evaluation. Although a great deal of work has been done in the
area of volleyball skill tests, there are many possibilities for con-
tinued improvement through more refined analysis and study of
current test procedures.

6 Woo. op. cit.
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for allege recreation inhered in thew inarergOlo earidar activity.
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dig. The opportunity to practice these prong dial
the game which permits spiking. Teach the power wee a e elismad
be played: offensive serve, two-arm bounce pass. webs aseek. to
improve the quality of play, occasionalh add cora INS 11111111M-
lions, such as-
1. Boys, then everyone, must serve overhand.
2. Each team must use three hits.
3. Each team must use the -1-2-3" pass-set-spirn porn Lars

add that #2 must be a girl.
4. Each team must play the ball in a certain 1-24 pressie

a. Pass to the center forward who sets the bd. to dm ups
left forward.

h. Pass to the left or right forward who sets the all tasbrome-
ter forward.

5. Each team must use a "change -of -pace" play:
a. Passer 4401) does the set-up.
b. Set-up 402) hiss the ball directly over the wet`
c. Spiker 403) ups the bell over the wet in a Magi* ilia

This type of coed volleyball brings oat the bast iaSpleama Ile
overhead serve, chest pals. dig peek spike. and Moat Ilsemar
desirable goals for all players.

It is particularly neceloar/ in coed veleybalkao mob aN ettellsma
to play their position and to "call" far the Sit lar EMI ismit
unrstaed that they are expected to play Oa SIN us OW ama,
and the bays must enpect them to do so. N Mahe* liggrime
the efforts of one alIMIthtf. The sum who das INIINS
point-winning cross alert spike MN tows to 1111 )1111111P ear
Wade him and give credit where it is also by reniarien. Mies"

Cmapsilive

Coed volleyball is adaptable for auroral types at ampeallma.
Coed intramural tournaments estalleisopoiettils and eammels
1041111 or soraritp-tremeeday mile as Wee a reff///fs wpm d
camsiosalbn raft a belliornasesprnilisarhallIto

away hr-eseeholl oaf aso a maw,
raise schedule of Iswaril* ratings. The escalates se Air
climaxed by caul swims*

Coed volleyball is an ernielleat and maiaissg span ea cob. es-
reation. The woe is vissnos. champing- and olltersblt els
generally achieve a higher SIN level thew in an allipei ohms. boys
learn better team play. Together they love a WO- ale VOW/



Volleyball Doubles
FRANCES LAURA CHAPMAN

1.0% Angeles City Schools
Los Angeles, California

The game of volleyball doubles is an exciting. fast adaptation of
volleyball. Advanced players are challenged by the great demand
for accuracy, precision, and use of deceptive plays. It is popular
in high schools, in colleges, and on our western beaches.

The historical background of volleyball doubles is obscure. loan
Schutz, University of Washington, wrote a brief article describing
it in the DGWS Volleyball Guide (1945-47), and the implication
is that the pme originated at the University of California, Los
Angeles, in the Women's Athletic Association.

Court: Osse-half the sine of the regulation volleyball court split
lengthwise: or a rectangle, 60 fact long and 15 feet wide. Two
volleyball doubles courts are mashed on one regulation volleyball
court (see diagram).

Equipment: Regulation volleyball.

Team: Two players: one forward and one back.

Game: The hall is put into play, and the game proceeds in exactly
the same way as the regulation pow of volleyball. The only excep-
tion is as follows:

A game consists of whichever occurs first of the following, pro-
vided one team has a swo-point advantage:

a. A team has 15 points.
b. Four minutes of playing time.

Playing Rules: The nisi are the Official Volleyball Rules. The
only exception is in Ride 7, where the time of the game is reduced
from eight miouSes to fear minuets.

Volleyball doubles affords players excellent practice in more ad-
vanced skills, such as set-and-lpihe, set-up control, forward set,
overhead set, and offensive and delensive plays. Players are encour-
aged to incorporate Imre advanced serves, overhead, miscellaneous
spins, and curves.

Although we recommend volleyball doubles as an exciting, highly
skilled game for advanced players, it can be adapted for use as a
lead-up game where the purpose is to develop precision, skill in
covering the court, and team plays.
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miscellaneous
The Ideal Volleyball Official

11101110WiY V. 14011111115

Can any one individual ever be the ideal official? What quahogs
and characteristics are necessary to warrant that designation?

The ideal official, according to Phillip Fox. is mentally, physically.
and emotionally able; he is inconspicuous; he sum everything but is
rarely noticed himself. He is firm but considevase and cosissions.
he is at the right place at the right time. He Imam what die rules
say and mean and can employ the proper techaiipme and grandson
of officiating.

Time magazine states that the official sheen istalkise t#e 111111101Y
of a supreme court justice, the physical of ea awdlia* *0
endurance of a lob, and the ins of MOM& 1116 SOS-
tion, he must know lambed* rules, Min 10111NISPIPIWI drssisiwss
with confident finality, mid be unaware sd sorniimg nowt she
ongoing play.

ne coaches fed the Aloud should be caudally seasened as to
reflexes, objectivity, jedgeend, Petal recall of rules, sod aesslose
consistency without mew ii dascting game play. Claw mashes
think the official portrays the vutburilubvc "lure, a be*, MB *leican yell at. COINICIMI. and "pas the buck" to.

Those of us is educative view the official as an example ea aderiv,
a teacher, a leader, one who reflects the desired tubs system and
one who exemplifies die best there is in play.

An official saunas the sespoweibiity of directing play ilia *0
framework of specified roles which are sawctured r summa Iair
play and equal opportunity to compete willies the bourn& of ages.

In our age of permissiveness. this framework at rules ponalles a
structure within which discipline may be meght and ha
official play there is a right and a wrong. Olieiding teas an ini-
vidual to stand alone and to make inselligaw decieirets lieu a
group. As this decision making, based on lanowiledp. aeporisswe,
training, and changing conditions, becomes a aatund werwes, it has
desirable carry-over value.

Proper training of officials requires good conspedive for
the student official to use as a laboratory for practice. QtsmNl games
should strengthen the entire instructional, intramural, and extra-
mural volley program.
1 St



Requiring team members to officiate is an excellent way to teach
sportsmanship and to ilcialop character. A playing member who
has had training in officiating is Muth, to have a greater appreciation
and respect for officials.

Types of Mich&
All of us have observed a varier, of types of officials.
Leading the list is the official-oshcial who directs according to

the letter of the rule, paying no attention to the spirit of the game.
The unofficial just picks up the whistle with the idea that anyone

can officiate.
The out-of-it official is the meek quiet one who rarely calls any-

thing; when she does she is apolowilic about it.
The official who feels she must call an equal number of violations

for each team is known as the area saw official.. If she misses a call
against one team, she ipoves the mom one for the opponents.

The show-off official dams & the simmer of the ring and plays
to the spectators, mimicking ash violation with great show.

The good official knows die ads and signals, uses good judgment
in determining illegal play, and is quietly efficient in the performance
of her duties.

Becoming an Midst
As a rated or beginning official, you should take advantage of

every opportunity to practice officiating. Read the rules, learn them,
and continue to read them until you know them backward and for-
ward. Find someone who trains and rates officials and question
those things you do not understand. Attend workshops and clinics.
Practice every chance you have. Request that games be scheduled
in the instructional or intramural program to provide practice situa-
tions. Start to learn as slam as you can; volleyball provides a good
foundation for training im the officiating of other sports. Study your
rules and take the Wrs1111111 test the first time it is offered. Review
your test and clarify Si questions you mimed. Watch other good
officials and mentally hate wire them. Practice and practice so
you will be able to commarate am the game when you take your
practical examination. Da not expect a National rating the first time
but continue to practice and to study your rules. Find out what
your practical examination evalmenism was so you can improve your
weak points. Take advantage of every opportunity to practice and
to learn and your chances of becoming a National official will be
much greater.
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Specifics ha Mickel.' Volleyball
In general, the article entitled "Techniques of Officiating Volley-

ball." which appears in each edition of the DGWS Volleyball Guide.
provides a guide for the officials. Learn the signals and practice so
they become automatic with the decision. Acquire the habit of
holding your whistle in the hand to the receiving team's side of the
net. When the side-out signal is given. transfer the whistle to the
other hand. You can easily keep the teams straight following this
procedure as the serving team is always to the side of the free hand
which is being used for signals.

Know all fouls and violations; have someone demonstrate all
types of illegal ball handling until you can recognize it each time.
Identify it by blowing your whistle, making a verbal announcement.
and giving the proper arm signal. Train your eyes to watch the ball
constantly: watch the person preparing to receive the ball, watch
the preliminary arm and hand action as well as the immediate fol-
low-through. Frequently these will give you a due to any illegal ball
handling which occurs.

Announce the foul or violation clearly so that players, coaches,
scorers. and timers can hear. Hold your signals long enough for all
to see to prevent confusion and misunderstanding. Your signals
should be so explicit that one could watch them and tell what was
going on during the game.

The Spirit of the Rule
Remember, it is not the letter of the rule but the spirit of the rule

that makes a good game. As an official one should not destroy this
spirit or allow the players to violate it. An official should take the
initiative when she discovers a violation of the spirit of the rule and
makes a ruling immediately. For example, a team was reported to
have used splints on their thumbs during a tournament. When the
officials discovered this and a request was made to remove them,
they protested saying, "There is nothing in the rules which says we
cannot do this."

There is no way to prepare an official for every situation she may
face. Therein lies the challenge. It is through practice, study, and
experience that one can begin to learn hundreds of rules, make
split-second decisions, and concentrate only on the play. Officiating
can be a very satisfying experience for those who are willing to
devote the time and energy to acquiring the necessary skills.
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Comparisons of Volleyball Rules
JO ANNE THORPE

Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois

Three sets of volleyball rules are currently employed: those
of the International Volleyball Federation, those of the United
States Volleyball Association, and those of the Division for Girls
and Women's Sports. Although the games are basically similar,
minor differences complicate play between groups. Most girls and
women's groups play under DGWS rules, while in the United States
most men play under USVBA rules. All international competition,
such as that in the Olympics, as well as all play in foreign countries,
is under International Volleyball Federation rules. For your interest
the three sets of current rules are contrasted below:

DGWS
Number of 6

Players
Court 30' x 60'

Net 7' 41/4"

Spiking Line
Substitution

None

One player
may not enter
more than two
times in one

If a player
re-enters, he
must take his
original
place in the
serving order.

USVBA

6

30'x60'

8'men
7' 41/4°
women

10'

One player
may not enter
more than
three times in
one game.

If a player
re-enters, he
must take his
original
place in the
serving order.

International
6

29'6" x 59'
(9 x 18 meters)
7'111/4"men

7'41/4"
women

10'

Teams allowed
only six substitu-
tions in one
game, and one
player may not
enter more than
two times in one
geme.

When re-entering
must take original
position. Only
the original
player ma Mks
the subetltuyen
Place.
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